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A checklist of Rubus species occurring in the Czech Republic (West Czechoslovakia) is given as 
a result of a long-term critical study. It includes 77 native and naturalized species belonging to 6 
subgenera, 6 sections and 21 series . Problems of present batological classification are discussed 
with special emphasis on the importance of the size of the distribution range. Data on the total 
distribution area and occurrence in the Czech Republic are given for native species. In addition to 
the numbered 77 species, the checklist also includes cultivated species (6) and species which 
could be found in the area studied in the future (21, with data on their nearest occurrence). 
J.>resent results are compared with earlier classifications of the genus in the Czech Republic and 
with data from critical revisions existing for some countries of Central and West Europe. Data on 
the extent of distribution areas, territory elements, distribution patterns in tJ1e area studied, and 
numerical representation of sections Rubus and Corylifolii are given as well . Ten species new for 
science and 25 species new for the Czech Republic were found during the study period. The 
Appendix includes descriptions of two new species, two proposals of nomenclatural changes for 
infraspecific taxa and six proposals of new names for nothosubgenera . 

Dedicated to the honorary member of Czechoslovak Botanical Society Professor H. E. Weber on the occasion 
of his 60th birtlulay. 

Introduction 

State of the problem 

Knowledge an<l data on hrambles of the Czech Republic collected by earlier 
investigation badly need a profound critical revision . Analogically to other regions of 
Central Europe, hundreds of species and infraspecific taxa have heen given from the 
are~ of the Czech Republic, which - in light of special character of evolution of. new 
taxa in Ru/ms subgen. Rulms - are worthless for working taxonomy. Batology (science 
on brambles) has fallen into a pcnnanent crisis. Continued further describing and 
naming individual aberrations, usually in the rank of species, has led to an endless 
amount of taxa; therefore - for ohtaining a clear view over this mass of taxa - the 
method of bringing these (unqualified) taxa together into more extensive complexes 
has been used, mostly on the basis of similarity according to some (frequently 
haphazard selected) morphological characters. These complexes included often entirely 
unrelated taxa and therefore could not have had any scientific importance. Some part 
in producing this bad situation in batology was played also by the fact that botanical 
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amateurs have contributed to its expansion to a considerable extent, working only in 
smaller study areas. Individual bushes of brambles have got their own names and 
widely dispersed taxa (especially those with a sparse occurrence) frequently have not 
been described at all. A further deficience was an ambition to identify plants from a 
small study region with taxa described from elsewhere, including !'emote areas. A 
special response on the plenty of described taxa and further difficulties resulting from 
this situation was in some cases the reduction of all real taxonomic diversity of 
brambles of the section (and sometimes also of the subgenus) Ruhus even to the only 
one species - R. fruticosus L., which approach certainly also did not constitute any 
effective contribution for taxonomy, chorology, geobotany and further botanical 
branches. Subgen. Rubus is distinctly differentiated in a series of taxa morphologically, 
geographically and partly also ecologically characterized and characterizable, which 
have to represent building stones of the classification of subgen. Rubus in Central 
Europe. The main task of batological research is to distinguish these real taxa - species 
- by means of revision of the material gathered till now and of specially directed 
investigations. In the seventies a change came, in a considerable extent thanks to the 
initiative and endeavour of Professor H. E. Weber, and a new phase of batology has 
started, improving upon the critical state of the study of Rubus. New modem studies 
have appeared, referring to the British Isles (Edees et Newton 1988), the Netherlands 
(Beek 1974), Denmark (Martensen et al. 1983, Pedersen et Schou 1989) and especially 
to various regions of Gennany: NW Germany (Weber 1973), Slesvig-Holstein 
(~artensen et al. 1983), Westphalia (Weber 1986), Upper Lusatia (Weber 1987a), E 
Brandenburg (Stohr 1982, 1984), Mecklenburg (Henker 1988) etc. Further studies were 
also given to Switzerland (Weber 1987b) and Austria (Weber et Maurer 1991). By this 
preliminary survey also the Czech Republic joins to the critical endeavour after a 
pragmatic taxonomy of brambles. 

Only compilatory surveys existed for this area till now covering the whole territory 
of Czechoslovakia (Dostal 1948, 1982, 1988); these were, however, burdened by many 
defects and mistakes of earlier approaches. For the moment, works on brambles of 
wide areas in C Europe are missing; present elaborations refer usually to regions of a 
smaller extent. Therefore Weber' s treatment of Rub us for the third edition of Hegi 
Illustrierte Flora von Mitteleuropa (Weber, Ms.) certainly will be a considerable help 
for batologists of the whole C Europe. The new tendency struggles to exclude the basic 
mistakes of earlier batological taxonomy - insufficient descriptions (also by using 
quantitave features in a greater extent), taxonomic overvaluation of morphological 
aberrations of the type of ecomorphoses as well as classification of individual and local 
types as species, and false use uf names (to remedy this defect especially the study of 
authentic material and founding the correct use of names by their typification are 
needed). 

Taxonomy and differentiation 

In its world distribution area, Ruhus divides into at least twelve subgenera. Four of 
them are represented in the native fit.:>ra of C Europe. With regard to the monotypic 
character of three subgenera within that area, no taxonomic difficulties arise with them 
there. Relationships of Ruhus subgenera are very remote and some of them were 
classified also as separate genera. Among native representatives of the genus in Europe 
the following three groups belong here: Chamaemorus Hill 1756 (for R. chamaemorus 
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L.). Batidaea (Dumort.) Greene 1906 (for R. idaeus L.) and Cylactis Rafin. 1819 (for 
R. saxatilis L.). For the naturalized species R. odoratus L. a further genus Rubacer 
Rydb. 1903 may be added. The possibiJity of classification of these groups as genera 
cannot be refused, but with regard to the long-term tradition of the usually accepted 
circumscription of the genus and existence of hybrids between various subgenera. the 
broadly circumscribed genus including a series of subgenera is used here by the present 
author, now. Therefore several new nothosubgeneric names for some hybrids between 
species from different suhgenera are proposed in the Appendix to this paper. 

Which processes <lo cause taxonomic problems of brambles within the fourth very 
diversified subgenus Ru/ms in Europe? The main reasons are incomplete (facultative) 
apomixis, a high level of hybridization and especially splitting of hybrids into a series 
of various hybridogeneous products, which in their further development may partially 
resexualize and in this way take part in further hybridization. New taxa result, 
however, from more complex hybridization processes than from some simple 
hybridization of two stabilized taxa. European species of subgen. Rubus are nearly 
always (though not absolutely) apomictic plants, producing a homogeneous progeny by 
means of pseudogamy. After stabilization of the newly arosen biotypes by apomixis the 
way of their evolution passes off from the stage of individuals (singular biotypes), over 
local populations to populations with a wider distribution. Colonizing a wider 
distribution area indicates vitality of a certain morphobiotype and justification for its 
acceptance into the hatologica1 cl(!ssification. In earlier classifications (referring 
frequently to small regions) numerous insignificant plants of the character of 
modifications (ecades) and small taxonomic aberrations as well as individual and local 
types prevailed having been classified as species. Owing to the character of evolution 
in this group, a series of individuals is produced, which cannot be classified into the 
range of variation of accepted and confirmed species. This is a temporary and normally 
transitory material (though it may be sometimes long persisting! - see below) for 
possible further evolution and differentiation of groups - stabilized taxa. However, only 
a smal I part of this material has prospect to develop to real functional taxa. The 
greatest portion of this variation represents only an extensive waste matter of this 
special evolutionary process. Therefore at batological classification of this subgenus, it 
is necessary to find stahilizcd morphotypes with a wider distribution, which, according 
to present experience in the field distinctly prevail by their quantitative representation 
or by the quantity of their biomass, respectively, in the area studied or arc 
characteristic of this area . Only such taxa merit to be classified in the rank of species 
now. 

Importance of the distrihutio11 area j(>r classij(cation 

The phenomenon of distribution , and especially its extent, is thus taken in addition 
to sufficient morphological distinctness of taxa as an important criterion for accepting 
taxa as species in subgen. Ru!ms. With regard to the possibility of existence of a very 
distinct morphological identity also in singular and local types, the extent of the 
distribution area is done the effectual factor at recognizing a certain taxon as a species. 
Ry Weber ( 1973. 1986 etc.) a scale of distribution extents was established for purposes 
of taxonomic classification which has been widely accepted by further authors. In this 
scale the diameter of distribution area to 20 km is accepted for local types, the 
diameter of 20-250 km for regional species and the diameter more than 500 km for 
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widespread species. A large gap between 250 and 500 km is surprising in this scale as 
this gap covers with certainty a rather considerable number of distribution areas of 
various bramble species. It is then not clear to which group the corresponding brambles 
should be classed, whether to widespread or to regional species; however, in any case 
they represent real Rubus species. A somewhat different scale has been proposed by 
Newton (1980); a similar gap also does exist here, but unfortunately it is placed 
between the spheres of local and regional distribution areas. Newton ( 1980) determined 
the upper limit of the diameter of local distribution areas as 30 km, and the lower limit 
for regional distribution areas as 50 km; the gap 30-50 km is in some cases very 
decisive. In the latter variant of this scale (Edees et Newton 1988) the extents are 
changed to 50 km being valid both as the upper limit for local areas and as the lower 
limit for regional areas. The diameter of 50 km for local types seems to be relatively 
very wide, especially if we take into account the earlier Newton's position (in Stace 
1975), where the extent of 100 square kilometers (i.e. 10 x 10 km) was required for 
accepting a taxon as a Rubus species. Recognizing species according to the scheme of 
the scale of extents of distribution areas certainly has not to be (and cannot be) 
considered in all cases the only correct way in the taxonomic classification of 
brambles. Nevertheless, the acceptance of the distribution area as the criterion for 
species rank is for the pragmatically directed classification of brambles, which we 
urgently need now, the best methodological basis for determination of importance of 
very numerous morphotypes among European brambles. The extent of distribution 
areas cannot be used schematically and the interior structure of the distribution area 
and the abundance of the taxon within its area must be respected - especially when 
distinguishing the (still) local from the (already) regional types. The scale used by the 
pre~ent author is as follows: 

A. Widespread (distribution area with diameter more than 350 km) 
B. Regional (distribution area with diameter 20-350 km) 
C. Local (distribution area with diameter less than 20 km) 
The group B - regional species - may be divided into three groups, the two marginal 

of them being : 
a) Narrowly distributed regional species (diameter 20- lOO km). 
b) Widely distributed regional species (diameter 250-350 km). 
Theoretically, the distribution area may occur having only a very low number of 

localities (e.g. 2), with the distance between them being larger than the limit between 
the local and regional distribution areas. Such cases require further studying and 
approaching from viewpoints other than those based only on the scale given above. 
The criterion of species rank by means of the distribution area (of course not 
schematically applied) could have been easily accepted by the present author owing to 
his certain inducement in his study years from one of his teachers and friends - M. 
Deyl (* 1906 - t 1985) who accentuated for taxonomic evaluation of a certain taxon as a 
species the phenomenon of its "role in ·Lhe Nature", i. e. specific occupation of the area 
by the tax on from the viewpoint of phytogcography, ecology and sociology in 
comparison with related taxa. In connections with these problems, the fact can be 
stressed, that taxonomically more valuable cases in Rubus subgen. Rubus are 
represented by species with widespread distributions, whereas the taxa from other 
taxonomic groups with narrow distribution evaluated highly in phytogeography (as 
microendemics, neoendemics or relicts) are Jess evaluated among hramhles or not 
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accepted as species at all, being excluded from surveys of taxonomically justified 
species. Among European brambles the extent of distribution areas is at least partly 
(many times perhaps from a greater part) a function of the age of the taxon and many 
regional species with small distribution areas can therefore be relatively very young 
products of a subrecent evolution. Man certainly has had a substantial influence on the 
origin of new species of brambles by clearing and felling woods, what contributed to 
great dispersion of earlier existing types and to the contact of species, whose 
distribution areas were initially separated. Also the omithochorous way of dispersion of 
brambles on longer distance played its part in this respect. Brambles manifest a certain 
level of affinity to man-made habitats (which is higher in the sect. Corylifolii than in 
sect. Rubus) and under a moderate influence of Man on the landscape, their qualitative 
and quantitative representation has distinctly increased; their taxonomic evolution was 
markedly conditioned and supported by this fact. 

Even though the local (or very narrowly regional) types are excluded as subjects of the present batological 
taxonomy and classification, it will be necessary to pay a certain attention to tl1em in further research. In some 
cases It cannot be excluded that a species with the distribution wider than that of only a local type may exist 
here, for example with a narrow regional distribution area (as tl1is appeared during tl1e process of recognizing 
the new species R. vratnensis). Some of tl1ese local types may represent species tllat is to be a "species in spe" . 
l110ugh the main project of the present batology is to give a survey of all tllose species with wide distribution 
areas or having distinct geographical distribution, for all that a certain attention to the local types will have to 
be given, especially when these taxa are confined to a certain natural distribution area or to a certain 
geographic unit. The greater part of local types can disappear during not a Jong period of time. However, some 
local types have survived in thei r localities for long, as e.g. R. sieberi H. Hofm . and R. misniensis H. Hofm. in 
Saxonia ( cf. Ranft 1987); according to my experience it is possible to mention R. posoniensis Sabr. from the 
surroundings of Bratislava . It seems, tl1at British authors do not complete ly oppose description of certain local 
types as species . In Ille course of my investigation of brambles in tl1e Czech Republic I have arrived at the 
conclusion that about 50-80 distinct local types exist here, some of which (e .g. Rubus topodeme "Jelenf 
Palouky" = "R. cen•opratomm" from the Htebeny Mts .) regarding their distinct morphological character and 
initial stages of their dispersion (expressed by present insignificant extent of their distribution areas) cou ld be 
justifiably described as species. Weber ( J 987b) considers presence of tlwusands local types in Switzerland, 
which number seems to be really very high for brambles of tllis type. Describing local types (or adopting 
earlier described local types, respectively) shou ld be a very slow process with a prudent proceeding, following 
only after su mmarizing tlle knowledge of more widely distributed taxa in the given area . 

Special problems 

l11e most difficult taxonomic group of European brambles is ser. Glmululosi. In comparison witll oilier 
groups in which the capacity of singular morphotypes against tlrnt of real species is low, it seems that a 
non-taxonic variation prevails in ser. Gland11/osi, represented by singular morphotypes or narrowly distributed 
local taxa, respectively . l11e group is distributed mainly in mountains of C Europe (s .I.) and in adjacent hilly 
countries . It is difficult to describe taxonomically tl1e considerable morphological variation of characters in 
members of this group, as with regard to the slightly developed apornix.is and severe hybridization populations 
of unstabilized morphotypes originate, representing extensive swarms of forms of spontaneous hybrids and 
tl1eir derivates, with very heteromorphous individuals , strongly and aggressively vegetatively propagating 
themselves into extensive colonies. In addition to the great extent of very differentiated variation also 
isophenous (morphologically identical) hiotypes occur, being of a polyphyletic origin . 

ll1e cases of heterophyletic convergence of character sets may be also only hardly distinguished from 
each other; to some taxa accepted as species, t11ere are parallel, very similar but taxonomically not identical 
types as it is known for example for R. lividus or R. guemheri. However, it is necessary to mention tl1at in tl1e 
last time a certain development of opinions occurred also in this taxonomically difficult group. So tlle number 
of species accepted in that group by Weber earlier has increased after his investigation of certain C European 
areas (especially of Upper Lusatia - Weber l 987a). Distinguishing of numerous taxa within tllis group and 
tlleir subord ination on tlle basis of a schematic arrangement of characters in the determination key done by 
Sudre (1913) led to a fully unnatliral classification within tJ1e series and was rejected by the new batological 
school. On tJ1e basis of connection of similar morphotypes to a certain unit, "pseudotaxa" originated in 
classification without any taxonomic justification . l11e group requires a long-term special study, which will be, 
however, difficult to carry out in future as well because of, in addition to t11e objective difficulties, the 
necessity to compare the accepted species witl1 very numerous earlier described taxa . Somewhat analogical, 
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but minor problems, appear In a smaller extent also In the neighbouring group with glandular plants ser. 
Hystrices (and perhaps also In ser. PalUdi and ser. Radulae). 

In addition to the objective difficulties indicated above, batology also suffers from 
problems arosen by the activity of scientists involved in studies of the genus Rubus. In 
the course of time, numerous names have been falsely interpreted and used in a sense 
completely · different from their original conception. Rather frequently, various, many 
times unrelated species, were being brought together into one species as its 
infraspecific taxa. Sudre's monograph (Sudre 1908-1913) is strongly embarassed by 
this approach. In our literature superfluous distinguishing of infraspecific taxa in the 
work by Hruby (1941-1944) represents the same case: in not a quite clear taxon R. 
altemiflorus P. J. Muller et Lefevre (sensu Hruby) this author gives altogether 62 
infraspecific taxa - from varieties to subformae. A certain retardative factor in batology 
was the period, when struggle to interpret individual species as hybrids developed, 
whether as simple ones (originating from two parents) or more often as complex 
hybrids originating from a whole series of parents, this determination normally given 
without any reasonable explanation. As it is usual in plant taxonomy - the edition of a 
monograph has resulted in some retardation of development of the knowledge due to 
the excessive acceptance of the monographer' s opinions by further batologists. The 
work of Sudre and of his disciples and followers is clearly the case here. The present 
revision substantially changes the set of species being accepted in accordance with the 
mentioned work (Sudre I.e.). So, for example the treatments of Rubus in the second 
and third editions of Hegi's Ill. Flora von Mitteleuropa differ very essentially. Huber 
(2. ed. 1964-1966 ), to a certain extent following Sudre' s approach, described 287 
species, Weber (3. ed. Ms.) gives 262 species, but he accepted only 119 species from 
Huber's treatment. Hence the similarity of these two treatments is only 43 %, though 
only 25 years passed between the both compared elaborations. The relatively recent 
treatment of brambles of British Isles (Watson 1958) was also subjected to a hitting 
criticism and after thirty years only c. 50 % of species were taken over from his 
monograph into the newest treatment of British brambles (Edees et Newton 1988). At 
the same time the number of new species described from this area in the last 30 years 
corresponds to almost 20 % of the known (accepted) brambles number of the British 
Isles. These numbers show great differences in classifications used in particular 
surveys and indicate the necessity of a general vigilance at their usage. The situation 
concerning this issue in CzR is treated in the chapter "Results and discussion". 

Problems of detennination 

Herbarium material is certainly important for studying brambles, both from the viewpoint of taxonomy 
and chorology. However, batologists have to start primarily from their own study in the field . Features 
characteristic of particular species do not need to develop in every individual of a given species; hence it is 
impossible lo determine with certainty many of the plants deposited in herbaria . Therefore it is necessary lo 
collect sufficient, perfect and representative material of brambles in flowering period and avoid collecting 
ecomorphoses and individuals of singular biotypes. A plenty of useless material is therefore deposited in 
herbaria and moreover in the CzR the herbarium collections of brambles are in a very bad condition . In spite of 
this situation it is possible (according lo my own experience) lo discover interesting findings therein . An 
attempt to determine every specimen of brambles, as it is typical of regional botanists, is a rather bad idea and 
publications resulting from this approach are burdened with many mistakes devalualing such a literature, 
which in principle cannot be used by further authors anyhow. Especially at determination of critical specimens, 
it is necessary to expect amount of about 50 % of material being undetermined . A very distinguished specialist 
can also easily reach this level of "non-determination" with material from another region than his own. All 
these problems follow from the objective character of variation and the way of differentiation of taxa within 
subgen . Ruhus. 
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This indicates, that it is not possible to start wit11 investigation of brambles only from studying herbarium 
material , and stresses the basic importance and necessity of the field work and of own collections of the 
material gathered hy t11e collector himself. The field study is the basis for distinguishing species, determination 
of ilie character of their distribution and ascertainment of repetition of their findings . During investigations of 
bramble flora in the CzR I have found - in addition to the species well-known to me after a certain time - many 
distinct but unknown plants, which I designated for my own use as "plantae speciales". Various cases may 
concea l under this designation adopted for interesting undeterminated material : modifications, individual 
types , loca l types , species of other reg ions unknown to the collector (with an exclave occurrence, transgressive 
distribution area or with a strongly dispersed distribution), new undescribed species. In the course of twelve 
years more than 500 "plantae speciales" were found on fi eld transects of the lengili of more than 5000 km; 
long-term study of these "plantae speciales" (supported by the help of Professor Weber) resulted in finding of 
25 species new for the area studied and in describing I 0 species new for science. Field studies also help with 
the revision of earlier literature data an·d contribute to the solution of the possibility of their appraisal and 
selective use for chorological purposes . 

Nomenclatural problems 

There is a problem assoc iated with description of a new species, Le .whether earlier names do not already 
ex ist for such taxa in the extensive (and sometimes practically endless) amount o(literature containing more 
than 5000 species names in tJ1 e genus. The possibility of correct names existing in earlier literature for some of 
the species described by the present aut110r cannot be therefore excluded . A great help in this respect. is 
represe nted by many typifications proposed by H. E. Weber and his extensive knowledge of types included in 
his phototheca of Rubus types , even though it includes especially taxa from NW part of Europe. A strong 
seceding of a great number of names occurs at such revisions , whether from the reason that these names refer 
to modifications of known species or belong to tlieir variation range or to individual and local types, or 
because of them being synonyms. For example, at ilie revision of taxa of sect. Corylifolii from the N part of\. 
Europe only 46 names of brambles remained for use from 279 names revised (Weber 1981 ). Critical studies by 
Weber have led to a substantial lowering of the number of species of N and C Europe. Some 250-300 species 
occur in thi s area, from which about 30-80 are represented in smaller natural regions. In his studies, Weber 
exc luded some names frequently used earlier on the basis of studying tlleir authentic material, as they were 
based on local or singular biotypes and have been frequently falsely taken over into use for not identical 
brambles from other territories : following names belong here as examples: R. argenteus (local), R. fuscnater, 
R. apiculatus, R. hirsutus, R. lmmifusus, R. pygmaeus etc. For taxa from E part of C Europe such a 
nomenclatural taxonomic study of all relevant names is missing for the moment and therefore it is not quite 
certain whether some names in the following checklist will not have to be substituted after a due study by some 
ear!!er names . Look!!1g for correct !!ames !r! very r!ch Hterature a~d !~ d!sarra~ged herlJar!a !s very d!fficu!t a!!d 
sometimes even impossible. (See also notes on individual species directly in the checklist). Nomenclatural 
problems include also unclear taxonomic classification of infraspecific taxa and use of binomes for them, as 
well as unclear designation of taxonomic ranks in general. Problems of these types arise especially at further 
authors if they used such binomes (whether really in the rank of species?) wiili ascribed authorship. 

Series 

A certain similarity among species of sect. Rubus (and also sect. Corylifolii) makes 
it possible to divide them into further subordinate units> classified usually as series. It 
should be emphasized here, that series in this circumscription are substantially broadly 
delimited if compared to the unit usually understood under this name in .botanical 
taxonomy (here especially by Soviet authors) and that the use of some higher 
classificatory rank would perhaps be more suitable. Likewise the taxonomic 
(phylogenetical) justification of (some) series is not quite certain. So for example ser. 
Micantes has an intennediate position and species which are included therein, mostly 
do not manifest close relationships to each other; it is rather a conglomerate of species 
originated by hybridization of various glandular and non-glandular ancestors. The 
nomenclature of series (in sect. Rubus) will perhaps also require further study> revision 
and modification. Not all names used till now (and included in the following checklist) 
seem to be the correct names of series. The use of these units and of their settled names 
should serve here especially to the possibility of a rough comparison and 
understanding. Differences in quantitative representation of various series in various 
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geographic areas can be shown. Series also indicate different evolutionary centres - e.g. 
Disco/ores and Canescentes show affinity to the Submediterranean region, Glandulosi 
to mountains of C Europe, many other series to Atlantic - Subatlantic areas of Europe 
etc. Some species indicate connections between certain series, e.g. R. constrictus 
(between "Suberecti" and Disco/ores), R. apricus ( Hystrices - Glandulosi) etc. Series 
of sect. Corylifolii represent mostly parallel taxa to the series of sect. Rubus. 

Tasks of future investigation 

In spite of the currently prevailing, rather reducing approach to solution of. taxonomic problems of 
brambles connected witl1 lowering their number, anxiety persists among regional botanists and in wider 
botanical public regarding the study of this genus, even though knowledge of only a certain limited number of 
species (in our situation about 30) is necessary for botanical regional studies. The present state of investigation 
of Rllbl4s in CzR demonstrates that for the moment not all species in this area have been recognized or 
described, though it seems that the greatest part of widespread species was already recorded from there. 
However, it is possible to expect discoveries of various exclave and transgression elements and findings of 
new species with small distribution areas, or morphologically less distinct and thus less easily distinguishable 
species, respectively . A further phase of batological investigation of the flora of CzR will also have to (l) 
include study and revision of a (large but quite disarranged and technically imperfectly prepared) herbarium 
material with c . 30.000-40.000 specimens, (2) appraise, on the basis of these studies, earlier literature data, (3) 
describe historical view on the development of knowledge of Rub"s in this country, (4) typify responsibly the 
names based on material originating from CzR, (5) determine and map the distribution of individual bramble 
taxa, (6) give their phytogeographic character, (7) pay special attention to the neglected section Cory/ifolii and 
perhaps also to ser. Glmulrtlosi etc . It will also be necessary to (8) win persons interested in batological 
investigation for obtaining further requisite material and other primary data . 

Introduction to checklist 

The checklist presented here gives a critical survey of taxonomically valid 
brambles of CzR containing names with full citations of their publication places, 
synonymy (in an abbreviated fonn), in some cases quotations of specialized literature 
referring to the species in question . The proper text on a species briefly gives data on 
the character of the distribution, description of the total distribution area and 
infonnation on the occurrence in CzR. Notes are added to some species, including data 
on the character of the occurrence using the tenns nemophilous vs. thamnophilous in 
the sense as defined by Weber (1979) - nemophilous: confined to the forest milieu and 
to its near surrounding with climate influenced by this environment; thamnophilous: 
for opposite cases. Only typical behaviour of the species is described by these tenns. 
Further data refer to phytogeography, slate of threat, nomenclature etc. With respect to 
great problems and insufficient investigation in the area studied, sociological 
characteristics have not been-included in this checklist. All native and fully naturalized 
species are given runningly numbered in the checkJist 0.-77.). Naturalized species are 
given under designation N (N.1.- N.6). Separately given are the species which could be 
found in the area (under designation A: A. I. - A.21.) and species only cultivated there 
(under designation C; C. I. - C.6.). Only abbreviated quotations of their names are 
given to the species of these two groups (author and the year of the publication of the 
name), without their publication place and synonymy, but always with data on their 
nearest occurrence (in the group A) or on regions of their native distribution (in the 
group C). For the comparative purposes, the species of both sect. Rubus and sect. 
Corylifolii are also numbered separately. The checklist is a preparatory work for the 
treatment of Ruhus in flora work Kvetena CR (Flora of Czech Republic), and for 
elaboration of a monograph of the genus for the area studied. 
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Dedication 

This paper is dedicated in honour of Professor Heinrich Egon Weber, Vechta 
(Germany) at the occasion of his 60th birthday anniversary in this year. His books from 
1973 and 1986 are milestones on the way to a critical revision of C European 
brambles, to which also his treatment of Rubus for the third edition of Hegi Illustrierte 
Flora von Mitteleuropa will join in a short time. An extensive series of papers with 
results of his critical studies of individual species completes his above mentioned 
books. It is especially necessary to emphasize his struggle for more precise 
diagnostification of quantitative determination characters in particular species as well 
as his endeavour in typification of bramble names. By his work he has substantially 
attracted interest of botanists in this genus and contributed to reviving batological 
investigation in new directions. It is also necessary to stress his endeavour to help all 
persons interested in batology. And therefore: Ad multos felicesque annos! 

Abbreviations 

C =Central 
CzR = Czech Republic 
E = East. eastern 
N = North, northern 
S =South, southern 

W = West. western 
NE = Northeast, northeastern 
NW = Northwest, northwestern 
SE = Southeast; southeastern 
SW = Southwest, southwestern 

Checklist of Rubus species in the Czech Republic - stage 1991 

Rubus L. Spee. Plant., 492, 1753; Gen. Plant. , ed. 5, 218, 1754. 

Subgen. I. : Anoplobatus (Focke) Focke Spee. Ruborum 2: 123, 1911. 
Bas .: R11b1ls sect. Anoplobatus Focke, Abhandl. Naturwiss . Ver. Bremen 24: 143, 146, 1874. - Syn.: 

Rubacer Rydb. 1903. 

1. [N.1.] Rubus odoratus L. Spee. Plant., 494, 1753. 
Syn .: Rubacer odoratum (L.) Rydb. 1903. 

Originating from E part of N America, cultivated and rarely escaped from 
cultivation and becoming naturalized; recently it was found naturalized near Bohdanec 
(E Bohemia). 

(C.l. R. parviflorus Nuttal Gen. North Amer. Plants 1:308, 1818; syn.: R. nutkanus Mocino ex Ser. in DC. 
1825; originating from W parts of N America, only rarely cultivated in CzR.] 

Subgen. II. : Chamaerubus 0. Kuntze Refonn Deutsch. Brombeer., 45, 1867." 
Syn .: Rubus subgen. ChanUiemorns Focke 1877 (an (Hill) Focke?] - Chnmaemorus Hill 1756. 

2. Rubus chamaemorus L. Spee. Plant., 494, 1753. 
Syn.: Chamaemorus non-egica Greene 1906. 

Widespread species in Arctic and Boreal zones of circumpolar regions of N 
Hemisphere reaching rarely to the mountains of C Europe. In CzR only in the 
Krkonose Mts. in 3 localities. 

Subgen. III.: Idaeobatus (Focke) Focke Syn. Ruborum German., 97, 1877. 
Bas.: Rubus sect. Jdaeohatus Focke, Abhandl. Naturwiss . Ver. Bremen 24:143, 1874. - Syn.: Batidaea 

(Dumort.) Greene 1906. 

(Sect. 1: Rosifolii Focke Spee. Ruborum 2: 148, 1911 . 
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C .2 . R. il/ecehrosus Focke, Ahhandl. Naturwiss. Ver. Bremen 16: 278, 1899; originating from E Asia 
(Japan). Rarely cultivated in CzR, once found as an ergasiolipophyte.] 

Sect. 2.: Idaeanthi Focke Spee. Ruborum 2: 171, 1911. 

3. Nubus idaeus L. Spee. Plant., 492, 1753. 
Syn .: Batidaea idaea (l.) Greene 1906. 

A widespread species with Euroasiatic distribution area exceeding from W Europe 
to E Siberia and C Asiatic mountain ranges. Very common in CzR from lowlands to 
subalpine belt, often cultivated. 

Sect. 3.: Nivei Focke Spee. Ruborum 2: 181, 1911. 
fC .3 . R. cockhumianus Hemsley, Journ. Linn . Soc., Bot., London, 29 : 305, 1892; originates from C China, 

rarely cultivated in CzR.] 

4. [N.2.] Rubus phoenicolasius Maxim., Bull. Acad. Imper. Sci. Saint-Petersbourg 
17: 160, 1872. 

Originates from E Asia (Japan, N China, Korea), rarely cultivated and occasionally 
escaped from cultivation. Earlier reported from the surroundings of the town of Brno, 
recently it has been confirmed also from there. 

Subg. IV.: Cylactis (Rafin.) Focke Syn. Ruborum German., 95, 1877. 
Bas .: Cylactis Rafin ., Amer. Journ . Sci. (Sillimanj 1:377 , 1819. 
Lit. : Ejchvald K., Uten. Zap. Tartu . Gosud . Univ . 81, Trudy Bot. 2:1-285 . 

Ser. 1.: Saxatiles Focke Spee. Ruborum 1:23, 1910 . 
.' 

5. Rubus saxatilis L. Spee. Plant., 494, 1753. 
A widespread species, distributed in temperate zone of Eurasia (with an exclave to 

E Greenland). Rarely scattered in CzR. 

Ser. 2.: Xantlzocarpi Focke Spee. Ruborum 1 :24, 1910. 

6. [N.3 .] Rubus xantlwcarpus Bureau et Franchet, Joum. Bot. [Morot], Paris, 5:46, 
1891. 

Lit. : Holub J. et Palek L., Prestia 53 :9-32, 1981. 

Originates from SW China, sometimes cultivated and rarely escaped from 
cultivation (Denmark, Germany), in CzR naturalized in C Bohemia near the vilJage 
Zemechy near Kralupy n. Vltavou. 

Subgen. V. : Rulms. 
Syn .: Ruhus subgen . Euharus Focke 1874. 

Sect. I.: Ru bus. 
Subsect. I.: Ru bus. 
Syn .: Ruhus sect. Suherecti Lindley 183.5 . 

7. (I.) Rubus nessensis HaJl, Transact. Royal Soc. Edinburgh 3:30, 1794. 
Syn .: R. suherectus Anderson ex Sm . 1814. - R. heptaphyllon Opiz 1823 . - R. hetemcaulott Ortmann 1835 . 

- R. viridis Prest ex Ortmann 1835 . 
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A widespread species, occurring from S Norway, the Rritish Isles and C France to 
W Russia and Ukraine (reported as far as from Sankt Petersburg, Moscow and Kiev) N 
Jugoslavia and N Italy. In CzR scattered to frequent, represented here only by the type 
subspecies - subsp. nessensis. The second subspecies - subsp. scissoides H. E. Weber 
1973 - occurs not far from the territory of CzR (e.g. Strzelice Opolskie in Poland, 
Gorlitz, Konigshain, Fichtelgebirge and Bayerischer Wald in Germany). It can be 
probably found in CzR as well. 

(A . I R. scissus W . C . R. Watson 1937; syn.: R. fis.ms auct.; reported from N Bohemia, its nearest localities 
are as far as in N Brandenhurg; litera ture data have never been confirmed and are improbable.) 

8. (2.) [N.4.] Rubus alleglzeniensis Porter, Bull. Torrey Bot. Club 23:153, 1896. 
Originates from E part of N America (USA, Canada), cultivated in Europe, escaped 

from cultivation and naturalized in W part of C Europe and in S Scandinavia. In CzR 
sometimes cultivated and rarely escaped (e.g. Bfly Kostel, Planiny, Kubova Huf, Oslov 
near Zvikov, Hes( etc.). 

[C.4 . R. canadensis L. 1753; syn .: R. pPrgratus auct :; originates from E part of N America, cultivated in 
Europe, sometimes escaped from cultivation . In CzR only rarely cultivated . The nearest known escaped 
occurrence is in Upper Lusatia (e .g. Gorlitz).) 

9. (3.) Rubus sulcatus Vest, Steiennark. Zeitschr. 3: 162, 1821. 
A widespread C European species occurring from S Norway, the British Isles and C 

France to Poland, W Ukraine, Roumania, N Jugoslavia and N Italy. In CzR scattered 
on greater part of the territory. Nemophilous ecoelement. 

10. ( 4.) Rub us harrandienirns Holub et Palek, Folia Geobot. Phytotax. 26: 332, 1991. 
A recently described widely distributed regional species (distribution area extent c. 

330 x I 50 km) known only from CzR. Continuously distributed in W part of interior 
Rohemia where the marginal localities of this distribution are as follows : Rakovnfk -
Tuchofice - Unefov - Stod - Pfdtice - Pacejov - Volyne - Helfenburk - Albrechtice -
Sevetfn - Hehnanicky - Netvofice - Dobfichovice - Msec. Two isolated localities are in 
Moravia (Moravsky Krumlov, Cerna Hora). Nemophilous ecoelement. It was hitherto 
determined by our botanists as R. sulcatus, R. plicatus, or R. nessensis. 

11. (5.) Rubus hertramii G. Braun Herb. Ruborum German., 21, 1877. 
Syr. .: R. plicatus rForm) R. /1ertramii G . Braun ex Focke 1877 .- R. plicatus var. macrander Focke in 

Ascherson el Graebner 1902 . 
Lit .: Wener H. E., Abhancil. Naturwi ss. Ver. Bremen 39 : 155-159, 1979 . 

A widespread species with a Suhatlantic tendency of distribution, occurring from 
Denmark, England and N France eastwards to E Germany, CzR, E Alps in Austria and 
to Switzerland. In CzR rarely scattered in C and E Bohemia and in C and NE Moravia. 
Insufficientl y distinguished (and in this country also not easily distinguishable) from R. 
plicatus and especially from R. sulcatus. The majority of data from CzR depend on 
detennination by Professor Weber. 

12. (6.) Rubus pUratus Weihe et Nees Rubi German., 15, 1822. 
Syn .: R. fmticosus L. 1753 . - R. a.ffinis Weihe et Nees 1822, nomen illegit. 

A widespread species distributed from S Norway, the British Isles and France to 
Latvia, Poland, W Ukraine, Roumania and N Jugoslavia, perhaps also in the 
northernmost Italy. In CzR unevenly scattered, locally frequent, but in some areas rare 
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or absent. From lowlands to mountains (to 900 m a.s.l.), usually with pink petals. The 
correct name for this species needs further consideration. 

(A.2 . R. opacus Focke in Alpers 1875; even though the species was reported from Bohemia (e .g . from its 
NE part), the occurrence has not been confirmed . Similar plants were collected, but in autumn . Its nearest 
localities to CzR are in Upper Lusatia, Saxonia and in the Fichtelgebirge Mts ., so that its occurrence in CzR 
cannot be excluded .) 

13. (7.) Rubus graecensis W. Maurer, Oesterr. Bot. Zeitschr. 115:224, 1968. 
Lit. : Maurer W., Mitteil. Abteil. Bot. Mus . Joanneum Graz 45/4 : 13-20, 1973. 

A regional species known till now from SE part of E Alps, occurring in Austria in 
Stiria, Carinthia and S Burgenland, and further in N Slovenia. Surprisingly found by 
the present author in N Moravia and in Moravian Silesia in c. 7 sites (Zulova -
Vidnava, Cesky Malin - Oskava, Dolany, Svaty Kopecek, Trsice, Ostrava, Poruba). A 
description of these plants as a new species was prepared. Professor Weber identified, 
however, the presumptively new species with R. graecensis. The newly found 
occurrence of that species is separated by a large gap (c. 350 km) from the main part of 
its distribution area. A typically nemophilous species. 

14. (8.) Rubus constrictus P. J. Muller et Lefevre, Jahresber. Pollichia 16-17:79, 1859. 
Syn .: R. vestii Focke 1877 . - R. candicans subsp. constrictus (P. J . MOiier et Lefevre} Janchen 1957, 

nomen inval. 

A widespread species, occurring from W Germany, Belgium and France to S 
Poland, Slovakia, Roumania, Jugoslavia and N Italy. In CzR it occurs scattered in 
warmer regions at lower altitudes. Thamnophilous ecoelement. It is intermediate 
between subsect. Rubus and ser. Disco/ores. 

(A .3 . R. divaricatus P. J. Millier 1858; syn. : R. nitidus Weihe et Nees p.p., non Rafin .; reported from CzR 
for example from the surroundings of Mlada Boleslav (not revised) . Plants similar to this species were found 
near M~lnfk, however, tJ1ey require a further study . The nearest known reliable occurrence is in Upper Lusatia 
and in Saxonia (near Dresden). Occurrence in CzR is very probable .I 

15. (9.) Rubus senticosus Kohler ex Weihe in Wimmer et Grab. FI. Si1es. 1:51, 1829. 
A widespread species of a disjunctive distribution area reaching westwards to the E 

Netherlands and N Belgium, eastwards to W Silesia (N promontories of the Krkonose 
Mts.). and to CzR. Here known from isolated localities near Holedec and Cemoc, 
Melnfk, Kladruby near Vlasim, Velichovky, Dvur Kralove, Nove Mesto n. Metuji and 
between Zd'ar and Nove Mesto na Morave. An earlier possible 1iterature record is from 
Bystfice pod Perstynem. In CzR it reaches the E limit of its distribution area. Within 
subsect. Rubus". R. senticosus represents a rather different type. 

[A.4 . R. sorbicus H. E. Weber 1980; Lit. : H. E . Weber, Feddes Repert . 91 :3-6, 1980; the nearest, 
occurrence, being however also isolated, is in tJ1e surroundings of Dresden .] 

Subsect. 2. : Hiemales E. H. L. Krause in Prahl Krit. FI. Prov. Schleswig-Holstein 
2:57, 1890. 

Ser. I. : Disco/ores (P. J. MUiier) Focke Spee. Ruborum 3:376, 1914. 
Bas .: Ruhus sect. Disco/ores P. J. Muller, Flora 41 : 133 , 1858 . 

(C.5 . R. ulmifolius Schott 1818; a species witl1 Atlantic-Suhme<literranean di stribution area, erroneously 
given from CzR. Here only an introduced occurrence is possible. Sterile plants were collected in the park at 
PrUhonice (ergasiolipophyte or ergasiophygophyte).) 
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16. (10.) Rubus bifrons Vest, Steiennark. Zeitschr. 3: 163, 1821. 
Syn.: R. amoenus sensu Celak . 1875 non Portenschlag . 

A widespread species, occurring from Belgium, S France and NE Spain (Catalonia) 
to S Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, N Jugoslavia and C Italy; reported also from 
Roumania. Distribution area with a Submediterranean tendency of dispersion. In CzR 
scattered, with the main occurrence in wanner regions, predominantly in lower 
altitudes, in the Sumava Mts. it ascends, however, to the altitudes of 800 m. 
Thamnophilous ecoelement. 

17. (11.) Rubus praecox Bertot. FI. Ital. 5:220, 1842. 
Syn. : R. procerus P. J . MUiier ex Boulay 1864. - R. hedycarpus Focke 1877, nomen illegit. - R. 

macrostemon (Focke) Caflisch 1878. - R. hedycarpus Focke subsp. macrostemon (Focke) Focke in Ascherson 
et Graebner 1902 et subsp. praecox (Bertol .) Focke I. c. - R. disco/or sensu auct plur., non Weihe et Nees 1822 
sensu orig . 

A widespread species, occurring from W Gennany, France and N Spain through C 
Italy to Macedonia, Crimea, W Ukraine (Transcarpathian region) and S Poland. In CzR 
rare to scattered in single localities in warmer regions. A distinct thamnophilous 
ecoelemcnl. 

18. (12.) fN.5.] Rubus armeniacus Focke, Abhandl. Naturwiss. Ver. Bremen 4: 183, 
1874. 

Syn .: R. procerus sensu auct. non P. J. MUiier ex Boulay 1864 . - R. hedycarpus Focke 1877 p.p., nomen 
illegit. 

Originates from Caucasia, cultivated from 1850, in C Europe often escapes from 
cultivation, naturalized. It fonns here also secondary synanthropic coenoses (belonging 
to the alliance of Arction lappae). It also escapes from cultivation in N America and 
Australia and perhaps in S Africa and New Zealand as well. In Europe its secondary 
occurrence is known from the British Isles to C Europe (Austria, Czechoslovakia, E 
Gennany (here northwards to Rtigen); the occurrence near Vinnica, W Ukraine, may 
perhaps also belong here. ln CzR only scattered, chiefly in the surroundings of Prague, 
in Moravia at Olomouc etc. It is still being insufficiently distinguished from R. 
praecox. A thamnophilous ecoelement. 

19. (13.) Rubus elatior Focke ex Gremli Beitr. FI. Schweiz, 50, 1870. 
A widely dispersed regional C European species (possibly widespread), known 

chiefly from Bavaria, Tirolia, Upper Austria and CzR. Here it occurs only in Bohemia: 
in the southwestem part (Chudenice, Hnaeov, Blatna, Dub}, in the area of the Brdy 
Mts. (Mirosov, Zbiroh), in C Vltava basin (N of Orlfk, Stechovice}, Sazava basin 
(Krhanice, Chrast, Zruc n. Saz.) etc. Weber (Ms.) gives this species also from· the 
Krusne hory Mts. and earlier detennined this species from the Cesky Raj region. ln 
CzR only almost exclusively pink-flowered. Plants from CzR require further 
taxonomic investigation to conclude, whether the material placed here is taxonomically 
not heterogeneous (two species ?) and whether it is really identical with Bavarian 
plants of this species. 

20. (14.) Rubus montanus Libert ex Lejeune FI. Spa 2:317, 1813. 
Syn. : R. candicans auct. non Weihe ex Reichenb . 1832, nomen illegit. (= R. silesiacus Weihe). - R. 

tllyrsouleus subsp. candicans ("Weihe") Focke in Ascherson et Graebner 1902. 
Lit. : Weber H. E., Osnabrticker Naturwiss. Mitt. 15 :106 - 109, 1990. 

A widespread species, occurring from France and the S Netherland~ to Roumania 
and S Poland, southwards to C Italy. In CzR scattered to frequent, mainly in wanner 
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regions and at lower altitudes. Thamnophilous ecoelement. A rather varied species, in 
the present circumscription containing perhaps also further tax.a. Fonna 
macromontanus H. E. Weber 1990 described from Bohemia deserves, in my opinion, a 
higher taxonomic rank and is accepted here as a variety (see the Appendix). In some 
regions (C Labe basin; but also elsewhere) a type with narrow pink petals occurs 
representing a further tax on requiring more detailed study. A certain problem is the 
correct name, having been used earlier for a different taxon (allied to R. macrophyllus) . 

21. (15.) Rubus grabowskii Weihe ex Gtinther et al. Cent. Plant. Siles. Exsicc., 14, 
1827. 

Syn .: R. thyrsoideus Wimmer 1832, nomen illegit. - R. thyrsoideus subsp. thyrsanthus Focke 1877 . - R. 
thyrsanthus (Focke) Foerster 1878. - R. montanus subsp. thyrsanthus (Focke) Halacsy 1891. ~ R. candicans 
subsp. thyrsanthus (Focke) Gayer 1922. 

Lit. : Weber H. E., Abhandl. Naturwiss . Ver. Bremen 39:164-168, 1979. 

A widespread C European species occurring from S Norway, Belgium, Switzerland 
to E Poland (Lublin) and Roumania, southwards to C Italy. In CzR in wanner regions 
at lower altitudes rather frequent. Thamnophilous ecoelement. 

22. (16.) Rubus henrici-ewmis Holub, Folia Geobot. Phytotax. 26:334, 1991. 
A recently described widely distributed regional species known (hitherto) only from 

CzR. It occurs in warmer regions of Bohemia and Moravia, in Bohemia chiefly in the 
Labe basin (E part), NE Bohemia and in the Zelezne hory Mts., isolated in S part 
(Sedlec - Cerveny Ujezd, Lipi near Ceske Budejovice), in Moravia it is scattered from 
Jihlava to vicinity of Olomouc, Zdanicky les hilly country, the Chnby Mts. and 
Hodonfn, isolated also in Moravian Silesia (Haj). Probably it occurs also in 
neighbouring countries (Austria, Slovakia, Poland). 

23. (17.) Rubus austronwravicus Holub, Folia Geobot. Phytotax. 26:335, 1991. 
A recently distinguished regional species of a Pannonian distribution area, 

described from Moravia, mostly known from there from its Sand C part, westwards to 
Budikov near Moravske Budejovice, eastwards to Hodonfn and Bfezolupy near 
Uherske Hradiste, northwards to the surroundings of Prostejov, isolated in Moravian 
Silesia (Stara Yes near Bilovec). A very isolated occurrence is in the vicinity of 
Sturovo (Parkan) in S Slovakia. This species will be certainly found in Lower Austria 
and perhaps also in Hungaria. A typically thamnophilous species. Existence of some 
earlier name for this species cannot be excluded. 

24. (18.) Rubus crispomarginatus Holub, Folia Geobot. Phytotax. 26:336, 1991. 
Syn .: R. thyrsoideus subsp. phyllostachys var. incisoserratus Spribille ex Sudre 1910. - R. thyrsoideus 

subsp. incisoserratus (Sudre) Spribille 1910. 

A recently described widely distributed regional species originally known only 
from Czechoslovakia. Besides the occurrence in CzR it is known also from SW 
Slovakia (C part of the Male Karpaty Mts.) and in S part of Polish Silesia. Its 
distribution area is probably broader. In CzR it occurs from NW Bohemia (Teplice, 
Nechranice, Cemoc, Ortel hill near Sloup) to E Moravia (Kmov, Ondtejnik Mt. , Liptal, 
the Chfiby Mts., Hodonfn). 
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25. (19.) Rubus bohemiicola Holub et Palek ex Holub, Folia Geobot. Phytotax. 26:333, 
1991. 

Syn .: R. lasiothyrsus Sudre f. boheminco/a Hruby 1944 . - R. lasiothyrsus auct. ft . bohem., non Sudre 1900. 

A recently described regional species, known only from Bohemia, reaching 
westwards to Klabava, Plzen, Nepomuk and Susice, northwards to Peruc and 
Bratronice, southwards to Velky Bor near HoraZd'ovice, Mirovice and vicinity of 
Milevsko, eastwards to Dirna near Sobeslav, Yotice, Trhovy St~panov and Mukafov 
near Praha. Further eastwards it occurs in W part of the Zelezne hory Mts. and at 
•Lubna near Policka. The extent of its distribution area is c. 250 x 160 km. 
Morphologically very distinct species, in our literature mistaken for R. lasiothyrsus 
Sudre from the Pyrenees. Important C European (Bohemian) endemic. 

Ser. 2.: Rlzamnifolii (Rab.) Focke Syn. Ruborum Gennan., 125, 1887. 
Bas .: Rubus !Group! Rham11(folii Babington Brit. Rubi, 75, 1869. 

26. (20.) Ruhus perrohustus Holub, Preslia 64: 128, 1992 [cf. Appendix.] 
A widely distributed regional species confined (according to current knowledge) to 

CzR known both from Bohemia and Moravia. Only scattered through the area, usually 
only as single plants. In Bohemia found in C part (Roudnice n. L., Praha, Slapy, 
MnfSek, Pffhram, Lom)ovice, Krhanice, Kacov, Domousnice) and NE part (Velichovky 
etc.), in Moravia at Cizov near Znojmo, in Oslava basin, at Korycany, in the vicinity of 
Zlin and Olomouc, Lesni Albrechtice etc. Probably a species with a wider distribution. 
Its position is intermediate between subscct. Rubus and ser. Rhamnifolii. 

27. (21.) Rubus nemoralis P. J. Millier, Flora 41:139, 1858. 
Syn .: R. selmeri Lindenberg I 884 . - R. laciniatus subsp . selmeri (Lindenberg) Beek 1974. 

A widespread species, occurring from SW Norway and the British Isles to W 
Germany (Slesvig-Holstein, Lower Saxonia, Westphalia) and isolated in Polish Silesia 
and CzR. Here only two localities are known, in Bohemia between villages Petkovy 
and Ritonice in NE part of C Bohemia, in Moravian Silesia near Bohuslavice. A 
typical exclave element. 

28. (22.) [N.6.] Rulms laciniatus Willd. Hort. Berol. 2, tab. 82, 1806. 
A taxon without its own native distribution area, closely related to R. nemoralis, 

probably of a mutation origin, taken into cultivation as soon as in the 17th century, 
cultivated both as ornamental plant and for fruits, escaping from cultivation and 
naturalized. It is known from the British Isles and various countries of C Europe, 
southwards to Italy. In CzR sometimes cultivated and naturalized in sporadic localities. 
In the last time it was colJected in the sandstone area Labske pfskovce (Mezo{ Louka) 
and in the surroundings of Orlik (both these localities are in Bohemia). 

29. (23.) Ruhus gracilis J. Presl et C. Presl Delic. Prag. I :220, 1822. 
Syn. : R. 11illicaulis Kohler ex Weihe el Nees 1825. - R. insularis sensu Vondratek 1978, non Areschoug . 
Lit.: Weber H. E., Feddes Repert . 95 :601 -620, 1984. 

A widespread European species with distribution area from N Gennany to 
Baden-Wtirttemherg, N Bavaria, CzR, Stiria (an isolated occurrence) and E Slovakia, 
reported also from W Ukraine. In CzR rather frequent in Bohemia and scattered in 
Moravia. 
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30. (24.) Rubus angustipaniculatus Holub, Folia Geobot. Phytotax. 26:339, 1991. 
Syn.: R. rhombifolius sensu auct., non Weihe in Boenningh . 1824. - R. questieri sensu auct. fl. bohem., non 

P. J. MUiier et Lef6vre 1859. 
A widespread species described recently from CzR. Besides this it occurs in S part 

of Polish Silesia. In CzR scattered in Bohemia, chiefly in NE part, southwards to the 
Zelezne hory Mts., westwards to Zbiroh, Nove Strasecf, Mily, Sojovice and Vlkava. In 
W, NW, S and SE part of Bohemia it is absent. In Moravia it occurs in the vicinity of 
Bmo and Olomouc, in Moravian Silesia near Kmov, Hlucfn, Bohuslavice, Silhefovice, 
Tfinec etc. Determination of the correct name of this species requires a further study 
(Holub, in prep.). 

Ser. 3.: Silvatici (P. J. Muller) Focke Spee. Ruborum 3:391, 1914. 
Bas .: Rubus sect. Silvatici P. J. Millier, Flora 41 :142, 1858. 

31. (25.) Rubus wimmerianus (Spribille ex Sudre) Spribille, Jahresber. Schles. 
Vaterland. Cultur 87 :57, 1909. 

Bas .: R. rhombifolius (microgen .] wimmerianus Spribille ex Sudre Batotheca Europ., 71, 1907. - Syn.: R. 
wimmeri Spribille 1900, non Weihe in Gunther et al. 1826. 

A widespread species known with certainty from Polish Silesia and from 
Czechoslovakia, here as in Bohemia and Moravia, as well as in Slovakia (in SW and C 
parts}, the occurrence in N part of Lower Austria is possible. In CzR more frequent at 
in Moravia and Moravian Silesia, especially in NE part of the area, southwards reaches 
the vicinity of Znojmo (Sumna). In Bohemia as an E migrant it is limited to the NE 
part (promontory of the Orlicke hory Mts., Zelezne hory Mts. and hilly country 
between the rivers Sazava and Labe - here westwards to Uhlifske Janovice). Similar 
plants occur near Stechovice in C Bohemia. In Flora Europaea (2: 13, 1968) 
erroneously designated as an endemic plant of Czechoslovakia, though is was 
originally described from Polish Silesia. 

(A .5. R. circipanirns E. H. L. Krause in Prahl 1890; Lit .: Weber H. E., Abhandl. Naturwiss . Ver. Bremen 
39: 159-163, 1979; occurrence in CzR cannot be excluded, the nearest localities are given in Polish Silesia 
(Racib6rz, Bystrzyca Klodzka).) 

32. (26.) Rubus macrophyllus Weihe et Nees Rubi German., 35, tab. l2A, 1824. 
A widespread species occurring from the Netherlands, S England and France to C 

Europe, southwards to Italian Alps, eastwards to W Poland. It is reported also from 
Roumania. Data from SW Slovakia and E Moravia (Weber, in litt.) can be reliable, 
further data from C Moravia require a critical revision. Recently the species was found 
in CzR with certainty only in NE part of C Bohemia between villages Petkovy and 
Rf ton ice and in W part of the Cesky Raj region. Nemophilous ecoelement. 

Ser. 4.: Sprengeliani Focke Syn. Ruborum German., 214, 1877. 

33. (27.) Rubus sprengelii Weihe, Flora 2:118, 1819. 
A widespread species with a Subatlantic tendency of occurrence, distributed from 

the British Isles to S Norway, S Sweden and C Europe, southwards to N France, 
Bavaria and Austria (e.g. Vorarlberg) - mostly in isolated areas at S limit of the 
distribution area, eastwards to Poland, CzR and Austria. In CzR only an isolated 
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occurrence in E part of Moravian SiJesia (four localities near Frydek, Datyne, Stonava 
and Ttinec). Among brambles a distinct example of Atlanlic-Subatlantic element. 

Ser. 5.: Canescentes H. E. Weber, Ber. Bayer. Bot. Ges. 60: 19, 1989. 

34. (28.) Rubus canescens DC. Catal. Horti Monspel., 139, 1813. 
Syn .: R. tomentosus Borkh . in Romer 1794 sensu aucl., nomen illegit. - R. hypoleucus Vest 1824 (incl .). -

R. lloydianus Genev. 1861 (incl .). 

A widespread species. It is a Submedilerranean element with distribution area 
situated in N part of Mediterranean from Portugal to Iran, nortbwarqs to C Europe 
reaching to Thuringia, CzR and extending to one locality (Glubczycze, Kosling) in 
Polish Silesia. In CzR both in Bohemia and Moravia, scattered in warm regions, 
locally absent (e.g. SE Bohemia), in Moravia northwards till to the vicinity of Bruntal. 
Very variable sexual species inclining to hybridization, whose variation requires 
further study. A thamnophilous ecoelement. 

Ser. 6. Vestiti (Focke) Focke Syn. Ruborum Gennan., 285, 1877. 
Bas .: Rubus [Grnppe) Vestiti Focke, Abhandl. Naturwiss. Ver. Bremen I : 194, 1868. 

35. (29.) Ru bus vestitus Weihe in Bluff et Fingerh. Compend. FI. German. I :624, 1825. 
A widespread species, occurring from France, the British Isles (Ireland, England) 

and S Sweden to W Hungary, CzR and Poland (here rare, only in SE part at Lezajsk) 
southwards to Austria (Carinthia and Yorarlberg), N Italy, Switzerland and France~ 
reported also from Roumania (?) . In CzR only in Bohemia, isolated in promontory of 
the Orlicke hory Mts. in the vicinity of Rychnov nad Kneznou (3-4 localities) and 
Skorkov near Stara Boleslav in C Bohemia. Plants of Bohemian localities have pink 
petals and hclong to f. vestitus. 

36. (30.) Ru!ms pyramidalis Kaltenbach FI. Aachen. Beckens, 245, 1845. 
A widespread species, occurring from C France, the British Isles and S Sweden to 

Rhineland, Saxonia, Silesia and Pomerania. Most recently the species was found in one 
locality in Sazava valley near Chabefovice village between Zruc and Kacov (leg. J. 
Holub 1989, rev. H. E. Weher). The finding of the species in Bohemia could have been 
expected as the localities closest to CzR are as near as in Saxonia (Pirna, Dresden) and 
Lusatia (Cotthus). Some batologists classify this species into the series Silvatici. 

Ser. 7.: Micantes Sudre Ruhi Europ., 284, 1913. 

37. (31.) Ruhus nzicans Godron in Grenier et Godron FI. France I :546, 1848. 
A widespread species of Atlantic distribution character, with disjunctive 

distribution area extending from the British Isles to W Gennany and N France. 
Eastwards it reaches to RJ1ineland-Palatinate and to the Odenwald Mts. and Spessart 
Mts. Most recently a very isolated locality was found in N Moravia (Sternberk, leg. B. 
Travnfcck et Y. Pluhar, det. H. E. Weher) . Among the brambles of CzR, this species 
represents a distinct cxclave element. 

fA .6 . R. raduloiri<'.t (Rogers) Sudre 1905 cou lcl perhaps be found in CzR; its nearest occurrence is in lhe 
vicinity of Ratislxlll in Bavaria .) 
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(A .7. R. caf1ischii Focke 1877 could be fmind in CzR; in E Bavaria its distribution area reaches the 
Bohmerwald Mts . and adjacent area of l Jpper Auslria .I 

38. <32.) Rulms tlze/yhatos Focke ex Caflisch Exkursions-Fl. Stidt>stl. Deutschl., 92, 
1878. 

Syn .: R. ca.f1ischii suhsp. t'U-rt~f1i.ffliii [Rassel thelyhato.\' (Focke) Focke in Ascherson et Graebner 1903 . -
R. omalru suhsp . thel.vl>aros (Focke) Sudre 1912. 

Li1.: Vondni~ek M., Zpnivy Mus . lapadofos . Kraje , Ptfr., PlzefJ, 36-37 : 17-23, 1988. 

A widely distrihuted regional species occuning in Bavaria and extending by an 
cxdave to SW Bohemia, where c. 14 localities are known, mostly confined to the 
Planicky hfeben Hills. C European endemic, nemophilous ecoelement. 

39. (33 .} Rubus taha11imonta1111s Figert, Allgem. Bot. Zeitschr. Syst. 11: 178, 1905. 
Syn .: R. si/esiacus sensu auct. mult . non Weihe sensu orig . 

A widespread species known from Polish Silesia, Czechoslovakia and Saxonia: in 
Slovakia il occurs in W and SW part. In CzR scattered to frequent, in Bohemia 
reaching up to its southern part. In the earlier batological literature generally given as 
R. silesiarns Weihe. 

40. 04.) Rtth11sge111i11at11s H. E. Wehcr, Her. Bayer. Bot. Cies. 62:152, 1991. 
Syn .: R. silesi11c10- subsp. a/11111dUlor11s Harber 1909 . - R. silniarn.v var . ki11scheri Sudre 1909. 

A C European regional species occuning from N Bavaria to Upper Lusatia 
exceeding from there to the northernmost part of Rohemia. In CzR it is documented 
only from a single locality - Mikulafovice. In the last time the local population was 
strongly affected hy timher felling. Weher <Ms.) mentioned the second locality being 
situated near the village Brtniky. 

41. 05.) R11hu.,· si/esiarns Weihe in Wimmer et Grah. FI. Siles. 2/2:5], 1829. 
/\. widely distrihuted regional species known originally from West Poland <Poznm1 

region and Silesia) with occurrence chiefly in the Sudctcn promontory from Zgorzelec 
to Opole and (rluhczycc. /\.ssumption of the prohahility of occunence of this species in 
N regions of CzR has heen confinncd most recently hy its finding in a number of 
localities in NE Bohemia hetwcen N<khod and Melnik. from where it reaches 
southwards to the Zelcznc hory Mts. (Vlastcjovice, Zdcchovicc) - leg. J. Holuh, det. et 
rev. H. E. Wcher - altogether lo localities. Professor Weher dctcnnincd this species 
also from one isolated lrn.:ality in SW Bohemia (Dnesice near Pfesticc). /\. ncmophilous 
ccoclement. 

42. <.36.) R11lms duu:rophyl/11s Sagorski et W. Schultze, Deutsche Bot. Monatsdu. 
12:1, 1894. 

/\. widely distrihuted regional (or widespread) species occuning from Ravaria. the 
RJ1t>n Mts. and E Thuringia through Saxonia and Lusatia to W half of Polish Silesia 
and to Hnhemia. In CzR it is with certainty known scattered in N and C Bohemia, 
westwards to V. Cernoc. Pctrohrad and Plzcil. southwards to Strakonicc. The E limit of 
the distrihution area has lo be determined (Konccchlumf near Hofa:c). reported also 
from E Bohemia (Tynistc. Sloupnice etc.) . The data from the Hcskydy Mts. arc 
uncertain. Ncmophi lous ccoclemcnt. 
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43. (37.) Rubus vratnensis Holub, Preslia 64:129, 1992 .. [cf. Appendix.] 
A narrowly distributed regional species in NW part of Bohemia. About 13 localities 

are known: broader vicinity of Kokoffn, Duba, Tuhan, Levfn, E part of the Krusne hory 
Mts. - Chlumec and Teplice, isolated at Skryje. The extent of the distribution area is c. 
70 x 70 km. Endemic C European (Bohemian) species. 

44. (38.) Rubus clusii Rorb., Erdesz. Lapok 1885: 104, 1885. 
Syn .: R. gremlii subsp. clusii (Borb.) Hayek 1909. - R. elongatispinus subsp. cl"sii (Borb.) Dostal 1948, 

nornen illegit. - R. gremliif austriaca Foc ke 1886. - R. grem/ii sensu auct. , non Focke 1877 sensu orig . 

A widespread species occurring from E Bavaria through Austria to Slovenia, W 
Hungary, W Slovakia and to CzR Here it is scattered and locally abundant both in 
Bohemia and Moravia excepting N parts of these lands. C European endemic, reaching 
in CzR the N limit of its distribution area. 

45. (39.) Rubus centrobohemicus Holub, Folia Geobot. Phytotax. 25:337, 1991. 
A recently described regional species confined to interior Bohemia. It occurs from 

Plzet1 and Rakovnfk (Lisany) scattered to Central Vltava basin and to Sazava basin, 
eastwards to Ledec n. Saz. and Zbysov. The extent of the distribution area is c. 180 x 
90 km. A significant C European (Bohemian) endemic with a narrow distribution area. 

46. (40.) Rubus acantlwdes H. Hoffm. Plant. Crit. Saxon. Exsicc. 1899, no 101, 1900. 
Syn .: R. apic11/atus subsp . acrmthodes (H . Hoffm .) Focke in Ascherson et Graebner 1903 . - R. fuscus 

suhsp. acantlwdes (H . Hoffm .) Sud re 1911 . 

A regional C European species distrihuted from the Fichtelgebirge Mts. through 
Saxonia to SW comer of Poland, transgressing to NW and N part of Bohemia. In CzR 
it occurs in E part of the Krusnc hory Mts., and sandstone region of Labske pfskovce, 
in the N in the area of Sluknov and especially of Frydlant as well as in the adjacent 
Jestedske hory, Luzickc hory and Ji zerskc hory Mts. Through single localities it 
reaches to N part of interior Bohemia (e .g. M. Cemoc, Duba, Hostin near Melnik, 
Vratcnska hora HilL Brodce nad Jizerou near Benatky, Podhomf Ujezd etc.). Professor 
Weher determined H. acantlwdes also from Ohora near Plzen and Strasice. Perhaps a 
young taxon originaling probably from the hybridization R. gracilis x R. koehleri. 

Ser. 8.: M11cro11ati (Focke) H. E . Weber Rubi Westfalici, 290, 1986. 
Ba s .: Ru/Jfls subser. Mua mwti Focke Spee. Ruhorum 3 :41 2. 1914 . 

47. (41.) Rulms lzypomalarns Focke Syn . Ruhorum German., 274, 1877. 
A widespread species, occurring in W part of C Europe, from S Denmark and 

Belgium to W Germany and further in the E with isolated occurrence in N Bavaria, 
Saxoni..t and in adjacent Bohemia. In CzR the species was collected long ago in the last 
century near Jiffkov (Weber, in litt.: the specimen in PRC is inacessible at the 
moment). The localities situated very close to CzR are at Waldmtinchen and in the 
Vogtland area. The present author has not collected this species at the territory of CzR. 
In E Germany it is considered a threatened species. 

Ser. 9.: Radu/ae Focke Syn . Ruborum Gennan. , 317, 1877. 
Bas .: R11b11s IGrnppe ) Rad11lae Focke, Ahhandl. Naturwiss . Ver. Bremen 1:295, 1868 . 
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48. (42.) Ruhus radu/a Weihe in Boenningh. Prodr. FI. Monaster., 152, 1824. 
A widespread species, occurring from the British Isles and S Scandinavia eastwards 

to Roumania and Poland, southwards to N Jugoslavia, northernmost Italy, E France and 
N Spain. In CzR the species is scattered and locally absent, without showing any 
characteristic distribution pattern. It is scattered in Bohemia and less frequent in 
Moravia. 

49. (43 .) Rubus epipsilos Focke Syn. Ruborum German., 258, 1877. 
A regional species with the distribution centre in Bavaria and transgressing from 

there to Austria (Tirolia, Upper Austria) und to CzR. Here found not long ago in S 
Bohemia near Netolice, Lhenice and in the Kluk Mt. near Ceske Budejovice (leg. J. 
Holub 1990, det. H. E. Weber) . An old literature record from a near locality C'ema v 
Posumavi (Halacsy 1891) might also refer · to this species. It has very often hccn 
confused with other species. A nemophilous ecoelement. 

SO. (44.) Rubus rudis Weihe in Bluff et Fingerh. Compend. FI. Gennan. 1 :687, 1825. 
A widespread species with a distinct Subatlantic tendency of distribution, occurring 

from N France, England and Slesvig-Holstein to Switzerland, N Bavaria, Saxonia. 
Brandenburg and Mecklenburg. Isolated occurrence is in Poland, CzR and Austria 
(only Vorarlberg), reported also from NE Italy. In CzR it is known only from three 
regions in Bohemia (vicinity of Hofovice, Pisek, the Zelczne hory Mts.) . The spcdes 
reaches in CzR the E limit of its distribution area. A nemophilous ecoelement. 

51. (45.) Rubus sa/ishurgensis Focke ex Caflisch Exkursions - FI. SUdostl. I kutschl., 
93, 1878. 

Syn. : R . . sa/i.\·h11rgert.5is Focke 1877, nomen provi s. - R. caflischii subsp. sa/isburgensis (Caflisch) Focke in 
Aschersnn t'I Graehner I 90J .- R. ht' /1eca11lis suhsp. salis/J11rgensis (Caflisch) Sudre 1911 . - R m11r(foli11.\· P . .I . 
MOiier suhsp . . wlislmrge11sis (( 'atlisch) Soo 1966. 

A widespread C European species occurring disjunctively from S Bavaria and 
Salisburgia through CzR to S Poland. Surprisingly, it is not known in CzR from the 
regions adjacent to Bavaria and Austria. It occurs there in the Lahc hasin . E 
surroundings of Prague, the Sazava hasin , NE Bohemia, C Moravia and in W part of 
Moravian Silesia. Striking, easily distinguishahle species reaching in CzR limits of its 
distribution area. A nemophilous ecoelcment. 

Ser. 10.: Pal/idi W. C.R. Watson. Journ. Ecol. 33:344, 1946. 

fA .l( R. f1allid11s Wt:'ihe in Bluff l'I Fingerh . 1825 ; st' r / '(J l/idi is represented in (',~R hy individual 
111orpho1ypes similar In R. pol/id11s. rt:'quiring furth~·r study 111 1kcide whether they could he l'lassifit'd ll1g t:' th t~r 

within any real taxnn . ·n1e pr(lpt:'r R. f1allid11 .\· occurs ge(lgraphicall y nearest to C1R in mort' rt:'mote areas in 
Saxonia .J 

52. (46.) Ruhus scaher Weihe in Bluff cl Fingerh. Compcnd. FI. Genn. l :683, 1825. 
A widespread species wilh a very disjunctive distribution area - the British Isles, 

Westphalia and Saxonia. From Saxonia it slightly transgresses to SW comer of Poland 
and to N Bohemia. In CzR only in Bohemia in area of ~luknov (near the village Dolnf 
Poustevny): prohahlc data from that area concern Mikuh1Sovice an<l Jirfkov. too. 
Finding of further localities in N Bohemia is possihle, some material was delem1incd 
by Professor Weher as this spel'.ics (JiCin, Hcrrnani.lv Mestec) . The species was 
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classified into various series. usually to ser. Glandulosi. A nemophilous ecoelement. In 
E Gennany it was considered a threatened species. what corresponds also to the 
situation in CzR. 

Ser. 11.: Hystrices Focke Syn. Ruborum German .. 342. 1877. 

53. (47.) Rubus koehleri Weihe in Bluff et Fingerh. Compend. FI. German. 1:681. 
1825. 

Syn .: R. glmululosus subsp. koelileri (Weihe) Celak . 1875. 

A widespread C European species with the main distribution area extending from N 
Bavaria and Thuringia to Mecklenburg. Brandenburg. Silesia (also Upper Silesia) and 
Bohemia. further several isolated localities occur N and NW of the area described. 
Literary data exist even from Roumania (?). In CzR il occurs with certainty only in 
Bohemia. The distribution in Moravia requires revision as well as does the E limit of 
the total distribution area. In Bohemia the species occurs chiefly in N and C parts. 

54. (48.) Rubus brdensis Holuh, Folia Geobot. Phytotax. 25:338, 1991. 
A narrowly distributed regional species confined to the area of the Brdy Mts. on the 

border of C and W Bohemia and to adjacent areas. The distribution area includes 
localities in the vicinity of Plzei'i, Nepomuk, Rokycany, Rakovnik, Beroun, Pffbram. 
Rozmital. Mirotice, Orlfk; its extent is c. 90 x 50 km. Like plants of R. koelzleri, also 
plants of this species are often eaten by deer. Nemophilous ecoelement. Our collectors 
named it as R. fim111s Sudre. 

55. (49.) Ruhus bavaricus (Focke) Hruby in Domin et Podpera Klic Uplne Kvet. 
Repuhl. Ceskoslov., 277, 1928. 

Bas .: R. koehleri subsp . bm·aricus Focke Syn . Ruhorum German .. 351, 1877 . - Syn .: R. hebecarpus subsp. 
bava rirns (Focke) Sud re 19 1 2 . 

A widely distrihute<l C European regional species confined to Bavaria and 
Bohemia. In CzR it is frequent in SW Bohemia from Plzen to the mountains of 
Sumava and Cesky Jes, scarcely in the promontory of the Sumava Mts. (Cenkova Pila. 
Kbil hill near Strakonice, hill Stnl:le near Lhenice), isolated near Konstantinovy Lazne 
and Cheh. Further occurrence is in the E vicinity of Prague. It is not excluded that the 
material classified here to this species might he taxonomically heterogeneous. The 
identity of Bohemian plants with those from Bavaria requires revision, too. 
Nemophilous ecoelemcnt. 

56. (50.) Ruhus sclzleicheri Weihe ex Tralinnick Rosaceae Monogr. 3:22. 1823. 
Syn .: R. glandulo.ms suhsp . sch/1>icheri (Tratinnick) (:e lak . 1875 . 

A widespread C European species occurring from the Netherlands and Holstein to 
N Bavaria, CzR and W Silesia. Data from the more remote E regions (Roumania) are 
dubious or uncertain. In CzR it is known with certainty only from Bohemia, data from 
Moravia (e. g. Drahanska vrchovina - hilly country) require revision. In Bohemia it 
occurs more frequently in N, NW and C parts of the area. A ncmophilous ecoelemenl. 

IA .9. R. isermw.~ Barber I 901 d~scrihed from the Jizerske l10ry Mts . from the affinity of R. schleiclzeri 
with pink petals represents prohahly a loca l type known till now predominantly from the Jizerske hory Mts .; it 
requires further study .) 
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57. (51.) Rubus apricus Wimmer, Jahresber. Schles. Ges. Vaterland. Cultur 33:87. 
1856. 

Syn.: R. koehleri subsp. apricus (Wimmer) Sudre 1908. . 
A widely distributed C European regional species, occurring from N Bavaria and 

the Han Mts. to W Silesia in Poland and to CzR. In E Gennany rarely. In Bohemia 
scattered, locally more frequently (SE vicinity of Prague, S half of Bohemia). in 
Moravia rarely. eastwards to .the Chfiby Mts. (3 localities). A nemophilous ecoelement. 

(A .JO. R. lignicensis Figert 1906, a narrowly distributed regional species occurring In W Silesia and Upper 
Lusatia; Its nearest localities to CzR are at Bischofswerda and Zgorzelec . It could be found in this country.] 

Ser. 12.: Glandulosi (Wimmer et Grab.) Focke Syn. Ruborum Gennan., 355, 1877. 
Bas. : Rllhus b. Glandu/osi Wimmer el Grabowski FI. Siles . 211 :33,1829. 

IC.6. R. moschus Juz ., Trudy Priklad . Bot. Selekc . 14/3 : 163, 1925; syn .: R. caucasicus auct., non Focke 
187~; originates from Caucasia, in CzR very rarely cultivated in parks ; a sexual species.) 

58. (52.) Rubus pedemontanus Pinkwart in Baenitz Herb. Europ., No. 9550, 1898. 
Syn .: R. bellardii sensu Weihe in Bluff et Fingerh. 1825, nomen illegit. - R. glandulosus subsp. bellardii 

(Weihe et Nees) Celak. 1897 . 
Lit .: Weber H. E., Willdenowia 13 :141 -146, 1983 . 

A widespread species, occurring from France, England, Denmark and SE Sweden 
to the area of Kaliningrad, W Poland, Bohemia, Bavaria, Vorarlberg in Austria, C Italy 
and Switzerland. Reported also from Roumania (?). In CzR continuously distributed 
and often very frequently in Bohemia (the E limit of the distribution area requires 
detennination in more detail) and isolated perhaps in the E part of Moravian Silesia -
Petrovice near Karvina where it could reach from Polish Silesia. Among European 
representatives of ser. (jfandulosi it is the species with the most extensive distribution 
area. Nemophilous ecoelement. 

(A . I I . R. lusaticus Rostock 1884 is a narrowly distrihuted regional nemophilous taxon confined to Upper 
Lusalia between the towns Bischofswerda and Zittau; it was erroneously reported from the Jizerske hory Mts. 
However, its occurrence in the northernmost part of Bohemia is possible.) 

59. (53.) Rubus hercynicus G. Braun Herb. Ruborum German., No. 19, 1877 (s. I.). 
Syn.: R. hirms subsp. hercynicus (G . Braun) Sudre 1906. 

A widely distributed C European (regional) species occurring from Hannover 
through the Harz Mts. to NE Bavaria, Saxonia and Lusatia, transgressing to S part of 
Polish Silesia and N Bohemia. In its distribution area it divides into two subspecies, 
from which only the non-type subspecies is represented in this country - subsp. 
puhescens (Sudre) H. E. Weber, Ahhandl. Rer. Naturkundesmuseum Gorlitz 61/8: 35, 
1987: bas.: R. hirtus subsp. hercynicus var. puhescens Sudre Ratotheca Europ., 61, 
1906. This subspecies [race] was found in Bohemia in the hill Spicak near Vamsdorf 
and at Hejnice in the Jizerske hory Mts. Behind the country borderline it is known from 
the vicinity of Zittau. Subsp. hercynicus reaches up to S part of Polish Silesia where it 
occurs also near to the borderline with CzR (Bystrzyca Klodzka, Glucholazy and 
Racib6rz) . It could be found also in this country. A nemophilous ecoelement. 

60. (54.) Rubus lividus G. Braun Herb. Ruborum German., No 18, 1877. 
Syn .: R. alhocalycinus Barber 1909. - R. serpms subsp. livi.dus (G . Braun) Barber 1911. - R. serpens 

subsp. leptadenes var. lividus (G. Braun) Sudre 1913 . 
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A C European regional species of insufficiently known distribution, occurring in C 
Germany from the Harz Mts. to the Fichtelgebirge Mts. and the Jizerske hory Mts. In 
CzR it was recently found at the village Boe near Karlovy Vary (leg. J. Lorber, det. J. 
Holub et H. E. Weber). With respect to the great number of similar singular 
morphntypes, the species is determined with difficulties and often confused with 
similar taxonomically not identical morphotypes. The Barber's record from the 
Jizerske hory Mts. was wrong. Regarding its near occurrence in the Fichtelgebirge 
Mts., Saxonian Erzgebirge Mts. and Upper Lusatia, its further occurrence in CzR may 
not he excluded. A nemophilous ecoelement. 

61. (55 .) Rlllms harheri H. E. Weber, Abhandl. Ber. Naturkundesmus. Garlitz 61/8:35, 
1987. 

A narrowly distributed regional taxon confined to the area of Upper Lusatia from 
R ischofswerda to the Jizerske hory Mts., transgressing to the near adjacent Silesia in 
Poland and to N Bohemia. There known only in the area of the Jizerske hory Mts. near 
parishes Rily Potok and Nove Mesto pod Smrkem. Jn E Germany it is considered with 
regard to ils rare occurrence a threatened species what also corresponds to the situation 
in Bohemia. A nemophilous ccoelement. 

IA .12. R11h11s orPades P. J. Mlilkr et Wirtgen in Wirtgen 1860 with a disjunctive distribution area from 
Belgium and the Netherland s to E Bavaria : the closest occurrence to the area of CzR is al Waldmiincheu: the 
species could be found in Bohe mia .) 

62. (56.) R11lms hirtus Waldst. et Kit. Descript. Icon. Plant. Hungar. Rar. 2: 150, 1804 
( s. I.). 

Syn .: R gland1ilos11s suhsp . hirr11s (Waldst . et Kit.) Celak. 1875 . 

This taxon docs not represent a natural unit but an assemblage of various, often 
morphologically substantially different (singular or local) morphotypes united on the 
ground of a common character of violet coloration of glandular indumentum of plants. 
ll l.'.hiefly occurs in mountains and adjacent hilly countries from the Pyrenees to the 
Caucasus. In C Europe in the Alps, Carpathians and further mountains and higher hilly 
countries. In CzR rather frequently in medium and higher altitudes, more often in 
Moravia and there mainly in the Carpathian region. A nemophilous ecoelement. 

63. (57.) Ruhus guentlzeri Weihe in Bluff et Fingerh. Compend. FI. German. I :697, 
1825. 

Syn .: R. hirr11s suhsp . x11n1thni (Weihl' et Nees) Sudre 1913 . 

A C European suhmontane taxon distributed from the Fichtelgebirge Mts.- through 
the Smlcten Mts. to the Carpathians. An isolated occurrence is recorded from Tirolian 
Alps. In CzR it is known from the Krusne hory Mts., Sudeten mountain ranges (in 
Bohemia) and the Beskydy Mts., further also in hilly countries and at lower altitudes in 
N half of Bohemia (Kladno, Hlizevedly, Sloup, Markvartice, Loucen, Hofice etc.). It is 
reported also from SW Bohemia (vicinity of Domazlice) ; this record requires 
confirmation. Typically ncmophilous species. 

Seel. 2.: C01y/ifolii Lindley Syn. Rrit. FI., ed. 2, 93, UB5. 

Suhsect. 1.: Sepincoli (Weihe ex Focke) Hayek FI. Steiermark, 835, 1909. 
Bas. : Ruhus (1 fnter!?ruppe) Sepincoli Weihe ex Focke Syn . Ru~oru rn German ., 394, 1877 . 
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Ser. 1.: Suberectigeni H. E. Weber Revis. Sekt. Corylifolii, 88, 1981. 

64. (1.) Rubus orthostachys G. Braun Herb. Ruborum German., Fasc. 10, Obersicht, 
188.l. 

Lit.: Weber H. E., Abhandl. Naturwiss. Ver. Bremen 39:170-176, 1979. 
A widespread species, occurring from Switzerland, N France (Lotharingia), 

Belgium and the Netherlands up to Austria, Czechoslovakia and Poland (here up to E 
Silesia), absent from N regions of Germany. In CzR sparsely dispersed, mainly in N 
and NW Bohemia, more often in C, N, NE and E parts of Moravia. Distribution in this 
country is not sufficiently known. 

(A .13. R. lamprocaulos G. Braun 1877; syn .: R. aequise"ulatus H. E. Weber 1972; a widespread C 
European species occurring from SW Sweden, Denmark and W Germany to Poland; its occurrence in this 
country is probable, the nearest localities are known from the promontory of Saxonian Erzgebirge Mts . and 
Sudeten Mts. Weber (l 987a) gives this species also from N Czechoslovakia, however, most recently this report 
was omitted by himself (Weber, Ms .). Vondratek ( 1978) gives this species from the vicinity of Plzen .] 

(A.14. R. lobati.dens H. E. Weber et Stohr 1981 ; Lit.: Feddes Repert. 92: 27-32, 1981; the main distribution 
is in N Germany lowlands, the nearest occurrence to CzR is an isolated locality in Bavaria (Oberpfalz, 
Zangerstein); occurrence in this country cannot be excluded .] 

Ser. 2.: Sepincoli (Weihe ex Focke) E. H. L. Krause, Verb. Bot. Ver. Prov. 
Brandenburg 16: 17, 1885. 

Bas .: R14b11s [Untergruppe] Sepincoli Weihe ex Focke Syn . Ruborum German., 394, 1877. 

65. (2.) Rubus dethardingii E. H. L. Krause, Arch. Ver., Freunde r;iaturgesch. 
Mecklenburg 34: 203, 1880. 

A widespread species, occurring from Denmark and NW Gennany to W Poland and 
extending (somewhat isolated) to C Bohemia, southwards to Hessen, Thuringia and N 
Bavaria. In CzR it is known (at present time) from one locality only - Krymlov in C 
Bohemia (leg. J. Holub, det. H. E. Weber). Probably more distributed here, its nearest 
localities are in Saxonia (Dresden) and Lusatia (Gorlitz). 

66. (3 .) Rubus hadroacantlws G. Braun Herb. Ruborum Gennan., Dbersicht, 1881. 
A widespread species, occurring from Denmark southwards to Rhineland and 

eastwards to W Mecklenburg and Brandenburg; very isolated occurrences are in 
Luxembourg, Baden-Wtirttemberg and CzR. Here it is known only from C Bohemia 
(Hofovice), however, it probably occurs at further localities(? Pfibram). 

67. (4.) Rubusfranconicus H. E. Weber, Ber. Rayer. Bot. Ges. 50:6, 1979. 
Recently described C European regional (or rather widespread?) species whose 

distribution area extends from S Hessen and C Bavaria to Brandenburg, Bohemia and 
Upper Austria. In CzR only in Bohemia, but relatively frequent, precise E limit of its 
distribution area requires further study; now it is known as far as at Hotice, Nechanice 
and Humpolec. A thamnophilous ecoelement. 

(A .15 . R. walsenumii H. E. Weber 1982 occurs isolated at Dresden in Saxonia and could perhaps be found 
also in CzR .) 

Ser. 3.: Suhtlzyrsoidei (Focke) Focke Spee. Ruborum 3:486, 1914. 
Bas.: R11h11s [Formenkreis) Sub-17zyr.widei Focke in Ascherson et Graebner Syn . Mitteleurop. FI. 6/1 :625 , 

642, 1903 . 
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[A .16. R. wah/bergii Arrh . 1839, distributed chiefly in S Scandinavia and more N regions of C Europe, 
having its nearest localities to the area of CzR in Saxonia at Meissen.] 

(A.17. R. hevellicus (E. H. L. Krause) E. H. L. Krause in Prahl 1890 has its nearest localities to the territory 
of CzR in Saxonia (N vicinity of Dresden) and in Silesia (Oberniki, Sob6tka).) 

68. (5.) Rubus grossus H. E. Weber, Ber. Bayer. Bot. Ges. 60:9, 1989. 
Recently described species, at present known from C Europe from Hessen and the 

Harz Mts. up to Bavaria and Moravia (and perhaps also Slovakia). In CzR it is rather 
frequently dispersed both in Bohemia and Moravia. A thamnophilous ecoelement. 

69. (6.) Rubus gothicus K. Friderichsen et Gelert ex E. H. L. Krause, Ber. Deutsch. 
Bot. Ges. 6: I 08, 1888. 

Syn .: R. /aschii subsp. gothicus (K . Friderichsen et Gelert) Focke in Ascherson et Graebner 1903 . 
Lit. : Martensen H . 0 . et Pedersen A ., Svensk Bot. Tidskr. 81 :257-271, 1987. 

A widespread C European species, occurring from S Scandinavia up to N Bavaria 
and S Moravia, from W Germany to Kaliningrad area, W Poland and W Slovakia. 
Isolated in Vorarlberg and similar plants in Switzerland. In CzR the species is known 
from N Bohemia (area of Frydlant), in Moravia at Zbraslav (vicinity of Bmo) and in 
the vicinity of Znojmo. Distribution certainly insufficiently known. 

(A .18. R. decurrentispinosus H. E. Weber 1981; its nearest localities to the area of CzR are in Saxonia in 
vicinity of Dresden.] 

Ser. 4.: Subsilvatici (Focke) Focke Spee. Ruborum 3:483, 1914. 
Bas .: Rubus (Formenkreis] Sub-Si/vatici Focke in Ascherson et Graebner Syn. Mitteleurop. FI . 6/1 :62S, 

638, 1903. 

70. (7.) Rubus nemorosus Hayne et Willd. in Willd. Berlin. Baumzucht, ed. 2, 411, 
1811. 

Syn .: R. balfourianus Bloxam ex Bab. 1847. 
Lit. : Weber H. E., Willdenowia 10:137- 143, 1980. 

A widespread species with an Atlantic-Subatlantic tendency of distribution, 
occurring from N France, the British Isles and Denmark to NW part of C Europe, with 
isolated occurrences in the Spessart Mts., Brandenburg, Rtigen, SW Poland and in 
Bohemia. In CzR only in the more E part of interior Bohemia in t)1e Labe basin 
(districts Nymburk, Ko1fn and Pardubice). A thamnophilous ecoelement. 

[A .19. R. placidus H. E. Weber 1979; Lit. : Weber H. E., Osnahrilcker Naturwiss . Mitteil. 6: 101 -122, 1979; 
the localities neares1 to the territory of C'1.R are in Saxonia, e.g . Hohenstein near Chemnitz, and in N Bavaria 
(W of Hof) .J 

71. (8.) Rubus camptostachys G. Rraun Herb. Ruborum German., Obersicht, 1881: 
A widespread species occurring from S Sweden, Denmark, Belgium, and the Saar 

through Gennany up to W Poland and Saxonia. In CzR only one locality is known at 
present (Zdechovice, district of Pardubice): a near locality to the area of CzR is in 
Saxonia (Colditz). 

Ser. 5.: Suhcanescentes H. E. Weber Revis. Sekt. Cory/ifolii. 166, 1981. 

72. (9.) Ruhus nwllis J. Presl et C. Prest Delic. Prag. 1:218, 1882. 
Syn .: R. agrestis auct ., an etiam Waldst. et Kit. 181 2 ? - R. nemorosus subsp. tnmentosus sensu Celak. 

1887. 
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A widespread C European species; its distribution area with a Submeridional 
tendency of occurrence extends from Baden-Wtirttemberg to Stiria, (Hungary?) and W 
Slovakia, northwards to Spart of E Germany and to SW Poland, southwards to Tirolia. 
In CzR scattered to frequent, nearly common in warm regions. A thamnophilous 
ecoelement. 

(A.20. R. fasciculatifonnis H. E . Weber 1979 occurs in the surroundings of Hof and in the Fichtelgebirge 
Mts. in N Bavaria; it could perhaps be found also in CzR, most likely in W Bohemia.) 

73. (10.) Rubusfascicu/atus P. J. Muller, Flora 41: 182, 1858. 
Syn .: R. ambifarius P. J. MUiier in Wirtgen 1860. 
A widespread species; its distribution area with moderate Subatlantk tendency of 

dispersion extends from S Sweden, Denmark, NE France (Alsace) and Switzerland µp 
to W Poland, W Slovakia, CzR, E Bavaria and N Italy; its occurrence in Austria is 
probable. In CzR scattered in Bohemia in warmer regions (C, N and NW parts), in 
Moravia rarely· (Znojmo, Lipnfk n. Becvou, Vidnava etc.). Distribution insufficiently 
known, the species is certainly more frequent. A thamnophilous ecoelement. 

Ser. 6.: Subradulae W. C. R. Watson, Joum. Ecol. 33:344, 1946. 

74. (11.) Rubus fabrimontanus Spribille, Jahresber. Schles. Ges. Vaterland. Cultur 
83:108, 1905. 

Syn .: R. tuberculatifom1is H. E. Weber 1980 (incl.) . - R. oreogeton sensu auct . plur., non Focke 1877 
sensu orig. 

Lit. : Wittzell H., Svensk Bot. Tidskr. 83 :296-298, 1989. 
A widespread species, occurring from S Sweden (I locality), Denmark, NE 

Westphalia, Lower Saxonia and N Bavaria to W Poland and CzR. Here it occurs more 
frequently in Bohemia, especially in N, NW and C parts, eastwards its abundance is 
declining, in Moravia only very rare (Olbramkostel, Prostejov). The species reaches in 
CzR the E limit of its occurrence. A nemophilous ecoelement. 

(A.21. R. tuberculatus Bab. 1860; Lit.: Weber H. E., Drosera, Oldenburg, 79 : 1-8, 1979; its main 
distribution is in the British Isles; distribution area with a Subatlantic tendency reaches its E limit by an isolated 
occurrence in Saxonia (Chemnitz; vicinity of Dresden), originating perhaps from ornithochorous dispersion . 
Whether also in CzR ?) 

Ser. 7.: Hystricopses H. E. Weber Revis. Sekt. Corylifolii, 187, 1981. 

75. (12.) Rubus dol/nensis Spribille, Verh. Bot. Ver. Provinz Brandenburg 42: 170, 
1900. 

Lit. : Weber H. E ., Feddes Repert . 99:81 -86, 1988. 
A widespread species occurring from N Bavaria up to Polish Silesia and Moravia. 

Recently revived taxon and therefore its distribution is not sufficiently known. In CzR 
one of the most frequent species known nearly from the whole area of the country: 
eastwards it occurs in a more frequent abundance. In Bohemia chiefly in C, N, NE and 
NW parts, in Moravia almost common. Plants from shady sites are morphologically 
very different. 

Sect. 3.: Caesii Lejeune et Courtois Compend. FI. Belg. 2: 161, 1831. 
Syn .: Rubus sect. Glaucobaws Dumort . 1863 . - Ruhus subgen . Glaucobatus (Dumort.) W. C. R. Watson 

1958. 
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76. Ruhus caesius L. Spee. Plant., 706, 1753. 
A widespread species with an Euro-Westasiatic distribution area, occurring in the 

almost all Europe except for its marginal regions in N and S; to E it reaches the Altai 
Mts. and C Asiatic mountain ranges. In CzR frequent to common, in alluvial lowlands 
often the only representative of the genus. A rather variable species. 

Nothosubgenus I.: X ldaeoruhus Holub, Preslia 64:130, 1992 [cf. Appendix] = 
subgen. ldaeobatus (Focke) Focke x subgen. Rubus. 

77. Rubus x pseudoidaeus (Weihe) Lejeune Rev. FI. Spa, 102, 1825 = R. caesius L. x 
R. idaeus L. 

Bas .: R. caesius var. pseudnidaeus Weihe in Boenninghausen Prodr. FI. Monaster., 151, 1824 . 
Syn.: R. x idaenides Ruthe 1834 . 

It probably occurs in the whole common distribution area of the two parents in 
various degrees of abundance. In CzR this hybrid is sparsely scattered, but each year it 
was several times collected by the present author. Sometimes it fonns also more 
extensive colonies. It occurs in two types, each of them morphologically closer to one 
of the parents; they are classified here as nothovarieties: nothovar. pseudoidaeus and 
nothovar. pseudocaesius (Weihe) Holub, Preslia 64:129, 1992 [cf. Appendix.] 

Result~ and discussion 

The above checklist includes altogether 77 species (incl. 1 nothospecies) belonging 
to 5 subgenera and l nothosubgenus. The most extensive (and taxonomically most 
interesting) subgenus Rubus divides into three sections from which sect. Rubus 
includes 12 series, and sect. Corylifolii 7 series. Sect. Caesii is monotypic. From all 
series known in C Europe (13 + 8 = 21) only ser. Anisacanthi (5 species) from sect. 
Rubus and ser. Vestitiusculi (only 3 species) from sect. Corylifolii do not occur in CzR. 
The two missing series are generally poor in species. Regarding its supraspecific 
differentiation, the taxonomic abundance of brambles in CzR seems to be very 
expanded and rich represented. Among 77 brambles from the area studied 71 species 
can he considered native, the remaining 6 species are naturalized (well-established); 
three of them helong to sect. Ruhus: R. odoratus, R. phoenicnlasius, R. xanthocarpus; 
[sect. Ru!Jlls:] R. allegheniensis. R. am1eniacus, R. laciniatus. In addition to these 
species, six cultivated species are also inserted in the checklist (again three of them 
hclong to the sect. Ruhus): R. parviflorus, R. illecebrosus, R. cockburnianus; [sect. 
Ruh11s: I R. canadensis, R. 11/111({0/ius, R. mosrhus. In additional notes further 21 species 
are mentioned which could be possihly found in the territory of CzR, among them at 
least 5 species the occurrence of which seems to be very probable. 

Three subgenera (and one nothosuhgenus) are represented in the native flora of 
CzR hy one species only. Seventy species (native and naturalized) belong to subgen. 
Ru!Jlls dividing into three sections: sect. Rubus with 57 species (three of them are 
naturalized), sect. Corylifolii with 12 species and sect. Caesii with I species. At mutual 
comparison of species numbers in sections Ru.bus and Corylifolii, the sect. Rubus 
includes 4.85 times more species in the area than the sect. Corylifolii; sect. Rubus 
constitutes 82 % and sect. C01y/ij()/ii 18 % of the proper (critical) bramble flora of 
C1.R. The representation of sect. Corylifolii in comparison with that of sect. Rubus 
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declines in Europe in the N-S direction which is well indicated by the presence of 
Corylifolii in Rubus floras of various areas: Sweden 49 %, Denmark 39 %, 
Slesvig-Holstein 22 %, Westphalia 16,5 %. Presence of Corylifolii in CzR corresponds 
to the level of Westphalia. It has, however, to be stressed that inadequate attention has 
been paid to this group in CzR till now and that Westphalia has generally distinctly 
higher numbers of species both in sect. Rubus (102 species) and in sect. Corylifolii (20 
species) in comparison with CzR. Concerning numerical representation of individual 
series in CzR, series of sect. Corylifolii - with a generally low number of species of this 
section in the area studied - are all represented by a low number of species (l-2, only 
ser. Sepincoli has three members in CzR). Among series of sect. Rubus, several are 
represented by one species only (ser. Canescentes, Mucronati, Pallidi), hut several 
series include an essentially higher number of species. The series richest in species are 
ser. Disco/ores (10 species, four of them having been described as new species), 
"Suberecti" (= subsect. Ruhus; 9) and surprisingly (perhaps taxonomical1y 
heterogeneous) ser. Micantes (10). Also ser. Rhamnifolii (5), ser. Glandulosi (5) and 
ser. Radulae (4) are more distinctly represented; the last series mentioned includes in 
CzR all its main four C European members. 

From the viewpoint of the size of distribution areas, subgen. Rubus (excl. 
naturalized species) includes 27 widespread and 26 regional species in sect. Rub us, I 0 
widespread and 2 regional species in sect. Corylifolii; R. caesius belongs to widespread 
species. 

Relation of the species distribution area to the territory studied makes it possible to 
detennine territorial elements (cf. Holub et Jirasek 1967, "Gebietselemente"). The 
group of overlapping (transgressive) elements (distribution area transgresses the 
boundary of the territory studied in all directions) includes 21 species. Limit elements 
reach in the territory the limits of their distribution areas. The E limit is reached in CzR 
most frequently (14 species), what is in connection with the evolutionary and 
dispersion centre of brambles in NW part of Europe and with decline of their 
representation in the eastward direction. The N limit of occurreuce is reached by 10 
species, the S limit by 7 species and the W limit by 4 species; the last group includes C 
European species with their distribution centre in E part of C Europe. According to the 
present knowledge, the distribution areas of 7 species are entirely included in the area 
studied. These are: R. barrandienicus. R. holzemiicola, R. brdenis, R. centrobohemicus, 
R. henrici-egonis, R. perrobustus, and R. vratnensis. All these species were described 
recently by the present author. Some species occur in CzR after a spatial gap. The 
species may be designated as distinct exclave elements; the following species from 
sect. Rubus belong here: R. hypomalacus, R. micans. R. nemoralis. R. rudis, R. scaher, 
and R. thelybatos (6), and sect. Corylifolii is represented by R. camptostachys. R. 
dethardingii. R. hadroacanthus, and R. nemorosus (4). 

Species richness in Europe is distinctly reduced in the W-E direction. For example 
the number of species in neighbouring countries in N Germany are: Slesvig-Holstein 
101, Mecklenburg 60, E Brandenburg 38. In lowlands the decl ine of species number 
seems to take place more distinctly than in middle-mountains of C Europe, here 
perhaps heterogeneous relief fonns various possibilities for origin, evolution and 
dispersion of taxa and also influence of other phytogeographical regions (e.g. of 
Suhmediterranean or Pannonian region) may more likely extend to that area. CzR is 
situated already outside the main Atlantic di stribution centre of European critical 
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bramble flora: British Isles - c. 300 species, Lower Saxonia - 142, Westphalia - 124, 
Slesvig-Holstein - 101, Saxonia - 59, CzR - 66. The position of CzR in this series is 
detennined both hy its larger territorial extent and by inducement of its area by 
elements of S origin. 

A more profound investigation of brambles in CzR in Weberian style has brought 
substantial changes in knowledge on this genus in the area studied. Relatively high 
numher of species new for science and new for the area were found. The study resulted 
in description of ten new species (eight species in Holub 1991, and two more species in 
this paper) : R. angustipaniculatus, R. austmmoravicus, R. barrandienicus, R. 
bohemiicola, R. brdensis, R. centrobohemicus, R. crispomarginatus, R. henrici-egonis, 
R. perrobustus, and R. vratnensis. These taxa were studied in the field by the present 
author for 5-12 years before their fonnal description. Furthennore, a number of species 
new for the area studied from sect. Rubus were found (even if they were given from the 
area already before, these data were mostly erroneous); the following species belong 
here: R. bertramii, R. elaOor, R. epipsilos, R. graecensis, R. lzercynicus, R. 
hypomalacus [sec. Weber], R. lividus. R. macrophyllus, R. micans, R. nemoralis, R. 
pyramidal is. R. scaber and R. senticosus ( 13), from naturalized species R. 
allexheniensis and R. am1eniacus (2) . Also taxonomic problems of R. silesiacus agg. 
were solved and the occurrence of all three members of that aggregate was stated for 
CzR (R. s;/esiarus, R. tabanimontanus, R. geminatus). An entirely new conception of 
taxa in sect. Coryhfolii with presentation of occurrence of 12 species in CzR is a 
further principle change in the knowledge of brambles in this country. Of these twelve 
species ten are new for the area studied (R. camptostachys, R. dethardingii. R. 
dol/nensis, R. fabrimontanus, R. franconicus , R. gothicus, R. grossus, R. 
hadmacanthus, R. nenwrosus and R. ortlzostaclzys). FinaJly, occurrence of a set of 
species which were given from the area earlier, but the data were rather uncertain, was 
proved or confirmed: R. acanthodes, R. barberi, R. bavaricus, R. chaeroplzyllus, R. 
mdis, R. salisburgensis, R. sprengelii. R. tlzelybatos, and R. vestitus (9). 

Altogether 12 species from those now being accepted were described under their correct names from the 
area of CzR; these species have the ir type- loca lities here . In adition to the above I 0 species described by the 
prese nt author, there are two more spec ies described by Pres ls : R. gracilif and R. mollis. Nearly all these 
species (excl. R. mollis) belong to sect. Rubus; 9 species were described from Bohemia and 3 species from 
Moravia . 

In the chec kli st no special data on ecology and sociology are given for the species with the only exception 
of their general relation to forest or non -forest milieu (nemo- and thamnophily) . Thirteen species belong to 
markedly thamnophilous (non-forest) species , recruiting mostly from secl . Corylifolii and ser. Di'ICn/ores. 21 
species be long to di stinctly nemophilou s ecoelement (mostly from ser. Glandulosi and ser. Hystrices). 

Interesting data follow from di stribution patterns of brambles in particular areas of CzR. For this purpose 
the division of the area studied into Bohemia and Moravia was accepted and each of these two historical lands 
was further divided into fi ve part s: N, W, S, E and C . With regard to the smaller territory of Moravia in 
comparison with Bohemia, the corresponding parts are distinctly smaller than those in Bohemia . The highest 
number of species - 50 - was found in C Bohemia (41 species of sect. Ru/ms, 9 of sect . Corylifo/ii), what may 
be in a certain connection witl1 t11 e most intensively pursued field investigation in that region by tl1e present 
author (a yield of a day fi e ld trip with tran sect line c. 20 km long is 20-25 species). Corresponding data for 
other regions are: W Bohemia (34, 28 + 6), N Bohemia (34, 26 + 8), E Bohemia (33, 26 + 7), N Moravia (30, 
25 + 5), S Bohemia (28, 24 + 4), C Moravia (26, 23 + 3), S Moravia (23, 19 + 4), E Moravia (21, 17 + 4) and 
W Moravia ( 18, 15 + 3). A batologically poorest area in Bohemia is its Spart, in Moravia its Wand to a certain 
extent also its E part. 

New investigation and new approach to the solution of batological problems has 
strongly changed the hitherto collected data on the occurrence of Rubus species. If we 
take into account the (compilatory) treatment of Rubus in Flora Europaea 
(Heslop-Harrison 1968), it includes about 180 species from (the whole area oO 
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Czechoslovakia; with respect to the character of representation of Rubus species in 
CzR and in Slovakia, these data refer at least from 85 % to the area of CzR. However, 
from those 180 species 147 brambles reported from Czechoslovakia (excl. Coryfolii, 
which group is fully missing from Flora Europaea) do not occur in the area studied or 
do not represent real species. From this total number of 180 species about 56 species 
belong to the taxonomically problematic group Glandulosi. Data in Flora Europaea 
correspond to the occurrence of brambles in CzR at most in the case of 32 species only, 
i.e. to 17.5 %. There is also a substantial difference between this checklist and the 
newest work on the flora of Czechoslovakia (Dostal 1988). Dostal enumerates 119 
species directly from CzR but 32 of them demonstrably occur there, what represents 27 
%. Comparisons with earlier works (Dostal 1948, 1982, Hruby 1928, 1941-44, Domin 
1935) show analogical or even lower values of numerical similarity. These treatments 
include many species which either were erroneously detennined or the data were based 
on taxonomically worthless morphotypes unjustifiably classified as species. The 
present author will return to these problems in a special paper elsewhere, where also 
attention to the species described by Hruby and earlier authors from the area of CzR 
should be discussed. Situation analogical to that mentioned for Czechoslovakia in 
connection with Flora Europaea is also in other (adjacent) countries. So for example 
Janchen ( 1957) gave about 450 taxa of brambles (species, subspecies and hybrids) from 
Austria, whereas a new contemporary revision (Weber et Maurer 1991) confirmed 
occurrence of only 44 species in that country, what represents less than 10 % of the 
figures given by Janchen. A higher correctness of data may be found in the study 
conducted by an amateur bota.nist Vondracek (1978) who referred to 49 species 
occurring in surroundings of Plzen (W Bohemia), of which about 50 % were correctly 
determined. 

Interesting data follow from comparison of representation of brambles in various 
mostly neighbouring regions. Directly adjacent regions of Bavaria, Saxonia and Polish 
Silesia can be compared after the treatment by Weber (Ms.), Austria after Weber et 
Maurer (1991), Upper Lusatia after Weber (1987a) and the district of Bischofswerda in 
Saxonia after Otto et Ranft (1991). For comparison with remote areas it is possible to 
use publications on brambles of E Brandenburg by Stohr (1982, 1984), Switzerland by 
Weber (1987b), Westphalia (by Weber 1986), Slesvig-Holstein by Martensen et al. 
(1983), Denmark by Pedersen et Schou (1989), Nordic regions of W Europe by 
Pedersen et Schou (1989) and of the British Isles by Edees et Newton (1988). The 
greatest similarity of critical batological flora (the number of 66 species from sect. 
Rubus and Corylifolii is used for CzR at this comparison) among the adjacent regions 
is with Polish Silesia - 70 % (from the number of 57 species occurring there 43 species 
are common with CzR = 57/43), Saxonia - 69 % (59/43), Bavaria - 67 % (67/41), 
Upper Lusatia - 61 % (43/34), district of Bischofswerda in Saxonia - 62 % (40/32), and 
finally with Austria - 52 % (44/28). In other, more remote territories similarity of 
critical bramble floras descends already under 50 %; it is the highest for E 
Brandenburg - 46 % (38/23), even lower for Switzerland - 38 % (29/17), 
Slesvig-Holstein - 36 % (100/29), Westphalia - 33 % (122/30), Denmark - 29 % 
(78/21), Nordic regions of W Europe - 27 % (92/20), and it is the lowest for the British 
Isles - 9,5 % (294/17). 

For adjacent Slovakia a tref.'.tment of Rulms b:.sed on contemporary criteria is missing . According to the 
(critically reviewed) results of Gayer's study (Gayer 1922) and with consideration of my own experience with 
brambles of that territory, it is possible to estimate the number of Rubu.f species in Slovakia to 27, from which 
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22 species are certainly common with CzR; this represents similarity of c. 47,5 %, thus relatively low in 
comparison with all other regions directly adjacent to CzR. However, this follows mainly from insufficient 
knowledge on Rubus in that area and from almost utter ignorance of t11e group Corylifolii in Slovakia at 
present. 

C Europe, as dclimitatcd in Hegi's flora, contains about 250-260 species of Rubus; 
hnunbles occurring in CzR represent c. 26-27 % (i.e. 1/4). As the investigation also 
from the last years indicates, some increase in the number of bramble species in CzR 
cannot be excluded; only in the last three years another 4 species new for the territory 
under study were found. Also the clarifying of taxonomic problems, especially in the 
group Cilandulosi, could contribute to a certain increase in the number of Rubus species 
in CzR. 

Hybrids among brambles undoubtedly occur frequently , but with regard to the difficulties linked with 
correct determination of corresponding parent combination it is hardly possible to give them wit11 any 
certainty. Only nothospecies R. x pseudoidaPus connecting members of two subgenera may be easily 
distinguished . At his field work t11 e prese nt author has met only very rarely with cases, which could surely be 
designated as (primary) hybrids, e .g . R. canescens x R. tabanimnnranus, R. canescens x R. hirtus. perhaps also 
R. bifrm1s x R. caesius etc . Long lists of hyhrids as they can be found in Sudre ( 1908-1913) and for our 
territory in Domin (1935) and Dostal ( 1948) are without any scientific justification. 
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Souhrn 

Stav znalostf o ostruzinfcfch uzemf Ceske republiky vyfaduje dtikladnou revizi rodu s uzitfm novych 
taxonomickych principt'i. PffvejSf stale popisovanf novych dmhu a cetnych vnitrodruhovych taxonu hlavn~ na 
zaklade malych morfologickych odchylek ved lo k uznavanf cetnych jednotek, jez v prakticke taxonomii 
nemajf vyznarn . Opakem tohuto postupu bylo uznanf jed ineho ~irokeho druhu - R. fruticn.ms L., nerespektujfcf 
zf'etelnou difcre nciaci uvnitr pudrodu suhgen . Rubus . Nove ideove smery v batologii prorazily v poslednfch 20 
letech a CR se k nim pfipojuje timto seznamem, vytvofenym zhruba po 12 letech intenzivnej§iho terenniho 
studia . Zakladnfm ukolem nove hatologie je stanovit opakujfcf se stahilizovane taxony rozrn'ene na dostatecne 
rozsahlem tizemf, zarnven se pfitom zhavit nedostatku jako jsou neuplne popisy, taxonomicke pfecenovanf 
odchylek a chybne uzfvanf jrnen. Taxonomie rnusf respcktovat specialnf charakter vzniku a vyvoje novych 
taxo11C1: kriticnost sk upiny je dana neuplnou apomixf, vysokym stupnem hybridizace a rozsahlym ~t~penfm 
hyhridnfho potomstva. jehu ptfpadnou rcsexualizacf a ueastf na dalSf hybridizaci. Na druhe stran~ pomocf 
apomixe (typu pseudogamie) doch<1zf ke stabilizaci morfotypu, k vytvatenf populacf i urcileho arealu, 
ukazujfcrl10 zivotnost nnve vzniklehn typu , jenz odpovfda druhu u jinych taxonomickych skupin . Pti revizi 
taxonomicke opravnenosti se klade dura1. na opakovanost vyskytu a vytvof'enf dostatecne velkeho arealu 
( ohvykle s pn'imerem vetsfm net 20 km); velikost arealu je u veginy ostruzinfku funkcf jejich staff. Podklady 
pro revizi je nutno zfskavat terennfm studiern; specifickym problemern naSf batologie je nedostatecne 
uspofadanf herhafovych shfrek . Jejich hohaty material (vfce nez 30000 poloiek) je dosti podstatne 
znehodnocen velkyrn zastoupenfm taxonomicky nej istych materialU (ekomorf6zy, singularnf a lokalnf typy) . 
Snaha urcit ka7.dou polozku nenf opravnena vzhledem k charakteru vyvoje ve skupin~; i dobry znalec urcf 
castn pouze .50 % nashfraneho materialu . Nutna je i nomenklatoricka revize - v rodu existuje vfce nez 5 tisfc 
druhovych jmen . Revize taxonomicke klasifikace ostruzinfku probihajfcf pod vlivem novych idef podstatn~ 
snizuje poeet uznavanych druhl\, i kdyz na druhe strane se objevujf i dalM dosud nepopsane dmhy. V 
jednotlivych pfirozenych neho srudijnfch oblastech lze u nas obvykle vystaC'.it se znalostf asi 30 druhu 
ostruzinik:u . 

Pfrdlokny ptedbeZlly seznam ostruzinfku CR podava nejstrucnejsf udaje o jednotlivych druzfch: uplna 
citace spr<ivneho jmena, zkracena synonymika, celkove rozrnenf, vyskyt v CR, v n~kterych pffpadech odkaz 
na specialnf literaturu nebo udaj 0 ekoelenwntu (nemofilie vs . thamnofilie) . 

Seznam zahrnuje 77 pt'.ivodnfch a zcela zdomacn~lych druhl'l v 6 podrodech . V~Hina podrodl\ je 
monotypickych nebo druhove velmi chudych . Dale je pfipojeno 6 druhu pestovanych (se signaturou C .) a 21 
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druhu, ktere by snad mohly byt u nas je~te nalezeny (se signaturou A.). Vet~ina druhu pi'ipada na sekce Rubus 
(57) a Corylifo/ii (12). Z 13 stfedoevropskych serif sekce Rubus je v CR zastoupeno 12, z 8 serif sekce 
Cory/ifolii pak 7 serif. Dmhove nejbohagf jsou serie Suberecti, Disco/ores a Micantes. Z uzemnfch prvku patfi 
21 druhu k pfesahujfcfm; hranic arealu je dosafono v 34 ptfpadech (u nekterych druhu je dosafono vfce hranic 
net jedne). Nejtasteji se jedna o vychodnf hranici (14 pffpadu) . K vyznatnym exklavnfm prvkt'.im patff 10 
druhU, arealy zcela uzavfene uvnitf uzemf CR ma 7 druhu . 

Celkovy pffnos studia ostruzinfku v CR pfedstavuje popsanf I 0 novych (zcela ptehlffonych) druhu, 
zji~tenf 25 novych druhl'\ pro tizemf, potvrzenf nejisteho vyskytu v pffpade 9 druhu a zaroven zru~enf udaju o 
vyskytu velkeho pottu druhu, resp . zjBtenf jejich taxonomicke neopravnenosti. 

Pfi srovnani udaju o zastoupenf ostruzinfku v Ceskos lovensku s tidaji o druzfch udavanych odtud v dfle 
Flora Europaea se ukazujf udaje ve FE jako spravne jen ze 17,5 %; v pffpade porovnanf se zpracovanfm v 
Dostalove Nove kvetene C~SSR t.ldaje tohoto autora odpovfdaj! jen z 27 %. Nejve!M podobnost vykazuje 
ostru.Zinfkova fl6ra CR s polskym Slezskem - 70 %, Saskem - 69 % a s Bavorskem - 67 % a naproti tomu s 
Vestfalskem jizjen 33 % as Britskymi ostrovy dokonce jizjen pouhych 9,5 %. 

Seznam je prvnfm ptiblffonfm k poznanf ostrnzinikove kveteny v CR. I v poslednf dobe vyzkurn pi'ina~el 
nova zjBtenf a je jiste, fo dagf praci nejen v terenu (z niz tento seznam pouze vychazf), ale i v herbarfch a 
literatufe budou moci byt zfskany dalSf dulezite vysledky . Prace je venovana k fodesatym narozeninam 
profesora H . E . Webera (llniversita Osnahri.ick, oddelenf Yechta), jenz se podstatne zaslouzil o stanovenf 
novych cest batologickeho vyzkumu a o jeho vyhi'ednutf z dffvejM dlouhodobe stagnace, spolu s dfky autora 
za pomoc poskytovanou mu v obdobf jeho vyzkurnu ostrnzinfkl°l CR . 

Appendix 

I. Descriptiones specierum novarum: 

I. Rubus pe"obustus Holub, spec. nova 

(Ruhus L. sectio Rubus subsectio H;emales E. H. L. Krause ser. Rhamnifolii (Bab.) Focke (vcl subsectio 
Rubus?)) 

Frutex altior, robustus . Turio primo scmisuherectus deinde arcuatus, in fruticetis saepe adsce ndens (usque 
ad altitudinem 5 m attingens), in pane superiori interdurn decurnbcns (usque procumbens), autumno apice 
radicans, crassus (c. 10-12 mm in diamctro), angulosus, cum faciebus subsulcatis, fusccscens, g laber, 
mediocriter aculeatus, cum 5-7 aculeis pro 5 cm longitudi ni s; aculei conformcs, aequilongi, ad angulos 
dispositi, erecto-patentes, basi valde dilatati compressique, 7 mm lati , 6-8 mm longi , recti vel plerurnque leviter 
curvati; glandulae stipitatae nullae. Folia turioni s digitato-quinata, arnpla (usquc 26 x 23 cm), herbacea, plana, 
supra subtusque viridia, supra glabra, subtu s breviter pilosa. Petiolus longitudinis foliorum infimorum cum 
8-10 aculeis leviter curvatis munitus . Stipulae lineares . Foliolum terminale mediocriter petiolulatum (longitudo 
petioluli c. 35 % longitudinis laminulae), late ovatum, basi leviter ernarg inatum vel !iaepius subtruncatum, 
breviter cuspidatum, subabrupte in apicem I 0-15 mm long um attenuatum, margine period ice serratum , 
serratura duplicata, incisurae c. 3 mm profundae . Foliola infima cum petiolulis 5-9 mm longis instructa . 
lnflorescentia paniculata, cylindrica vel subpyramidalis, pluriflora, plerumque tantum 4-6 cm infra apicem 
efoliosa, in parte inferiori cum foliis ternatis praedita; folia superiora subtus canescenti-tomentosa . Rhachis 
inflorescentiae subrecta vel levissime fl exuosa, patenter laxe pilosa, in parte superiori pamm tomentosa, cum 
0-3 aculeis reclinatis subcurvatis pro 5 cm longi tudini s in structa; aculei exigui, c . 3 mm longi, hasi dilatati 
rubescentesque; glandulae stipitatae nullae . Rami inflorcs~entiae erecti vel usque subpatuli. Pedice lli sub 
anthesi 6-15 mm longi, breviter subappresse hirsuti, cum 2-4 aculeis parvis muniti; aculei leviter curvati, 0,5 
mm longi, flavescentes . Flores mediocres vel majores, 25-30 mm in diametro. Sepala externe 
subcinereo-viridia, tomentosa, inennia, reflexa . Pet a la I 0-13 mm longa, ovata usque obovata, rosea . Stamina 
stylos superantia; filamenta alba; antherae glabrae. Receptaculurn pilosum . Ovaria g labra , styli alhovirides . 
Fructus mediocris, niger. Floret ab Junio usque ad Augustum . Crescit in Bohemia, Moravia er. Silesia (pars 
moravica). 

Typus : RH I 990n/3- I 2; Ru/nu perrnhu.stlis Holub spec . nova . Flora Moravica : Moravia australis ; distr . 
Tiebft; ad molam Ski'ipinsky mlyn dictum ad fluvium Oslava, merid .-occid. a pago Kuroslepy; altiludine cca 
285 m s .m .; 3.7 .1990; leg . J. Holub . Holotypus in PR sub no 377841 asservatur . l sotypi in herbario auctoris et 
in herbario Professoris Weber praesentes . 

Nominatus secundum habitum plantae magnopere robustum. 
Characteres diagnostici speciei novae principales : Planta robusta ; turio g laber, crassus; folia turionis 

ampla, viridia; folia inflorescentiae superiora subtus canescentia; inflorescentia paniculata, rnultiflora, 
pauciaculeata; sepala virescentia; petala sernper rosea. 

Planta in Bohemia disperse distributa (Roudnice, Praha, Slapy, Mnfsek, Pffbram , Lounovice, Krhanice, 
Kacov, Domousnice, Velichovky etc .), in Morav ia frequentius occurrens : in pane australi - Kuroslepy, 
Ketkovice, Zastavka, Korytany etc ., centrali - vicinitas latior urhis Olomouc orie ntalique - Zlfn ; singulatim in 
Silesia (pars moravica) - Lesnf Alhrechtice . 
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2. Rubus vratnensis Holub, spec. nova 

(Rub11s L. sectio Rubus suhsectio Hinnales E. H. L. Krause ser. Micantes Sudre (vel ser. Silvatici (P. J . 
MUiie r) Focke?)) 

Frutex mediocris . Turio arcuatus ve l arcuato-decumbens, in parte superiori interdum procumbens, 
autumno apice radican s, angulosus, cum faciebu s planis vel levi ter subsulcatis, in sicco conspicue 
longitudinaliter striatis, mediocriter crassus (vulgo 5-9 mm in diametro), viridi -fu scescens, a pili s simplicibus 
disperse patenter pilosus (cum c . 35-50 pilis In una facie pro I cm longitudinis, plerumque ad angulos 
disposltis ), cum glandulis stipitati s inaequaliter di spe rsis obsitus (5-12 pro 5 cm longitudini s ), etiam cum 
glandulis subsessilibus commixtis; glandulae stipite albo capituloque atro; aculeatus, cum 12- 16 aculeis pro 5 
c m longitudinis; acule i conformes, ad angulos di spositi , 4,5-6 mm lo ngi, basi compressi, erectiu sculi , recti ve l 
leviter curvatl ; interdum etiam cum aculeis minoribus in faciebus turioni s dispositis . Folia turio ni s digitate vet 
plerumque subpedate (I mm) quinata , herbacea, supra subgtabrescentia (cum c . 5 pilis pro I cm2), viridia usque 
atroviridia, s~btus parce pilosa et indistincte subtome ntosa; fotiota contingentia ve t saepius subimhricata . 
Petiolus folioli s infimis distincte brev ior, cum I 0-15 aculeis munitus, acule i curvati , basi rubescentes . Stiputae 
lineares. Foliolum terminale breviter petiotulatum (long itudo petiotuli = 25 % longitudinis larninutae), 
rotundatum, basi leviter e marginaturn , in apicem c . 15 mm longum, subahrupte attenuatum, in margine 
periodice grosse dupliciter serratum ; incisurae 4,5-5 mm profundae . lntlorescentia paniculata , ampla , late 
cylindrica vel subpyramidalis, 8- t 0 cm infra apicem efoliosa, folia intlorescentiae inferiora plerumque ternata , 
superiora subtus interdum suhcanescentia-tornentosa . Rhachi s intlorescentiae hirsuta , cum 4-6 acule is pro 5 
cm longitudinis munita ; aculei graciles recl inati , recti usque curvati ; g landulae stipitatae in indumento 
occultantes . Rami inflorescentiae patuli vel suherecti. Peclice lli sub ant11esi c. 10 mm lo ngi , breviter hirsuti , 
cum 8-12 aculeis instrncti ; glandulae stipitatae 10-20, 0,2-0,3 mm lo ngae . Flores mediocres, c . 2,5 cm in 
diametro. Sepala externe canescentia, tome ntosa pilosaque, cum apicibus in appendices breviter prolongati s, 
post anthesin retlexa . Petala late obovata, alha . Stamina stylos superantia , fil a menta alha, antherae g labrae . 
Receptaculum glabrum . Ovaria in apice interdum sparse pilosa ; styli viridescentes. Fructus mediocri s, 
globosus, niger. 

Floret In Junio Julioque. C resci! in Bohe mia (in parte septentrio-occidentali) . 
Typus : RH I 989nn-5; R11bus vrahlensis Holub spec . nova . Flora Bohemica ; Bohemia centrali s; di str . 

Mlada Boleslav; ad marginem si lvae ad viam puhlicam sept. -occid . a pago Nosalov, ad pedem collis Vratenska 
hora ; cca 400 m s .m .; 7.7.1989; leg . J . Holub. Ho lotypus in PR sub no. 377842 asservatur. lsotypi in herbario 
auctoris et in he rhario Professori s Weber praesentes . 

Nominatur secundum localitatem primam specie i huiu s inventam - Vratenska hora (nomen collis a no mine 
pagi Vratno oriundum). 

Characteres diagnostici speciei novae princ ipales: planta di sperse stipitate glandulosa; turio hirsutu s; foli a 
hreviter petiolata ; foliola suhirnbricata : foliolum terminate rotundum, grosse dupliciter serratum ; aculei 
inflorescentiae graci les usque exigui ; sepala in appendices prolongata ; petala alba . 

Planta tantum e Bohe mia septe nlrio-occidenra li nota (c . 15 loca litates : prope Nosa lov, Jestfebice, Vidim , 
Chudolazy, Drazejov prope Duba, Tuhafl , Levin. l.hlumec, Teplice, localitas isolata nova - Skryje). 

II. Combinationes novae: 

l . Ru/ms mnnranus Libert ex Lejeune va r. macromnnumus (H . E. Weber) Ho lub, statu s novus .- Bas. : 
R11h11s mo11tam1s Libert ex Lejeune f . macromrmumus H. E. Weber, Osnabri.lcker Naturwiss. Mitteil. 15: 106, 
1989. 

2. R11h11s x pseudnidaPus (Weihe in Boenningh .) Lejeune nothovar . p.seudncae.sius (W eihe in Boe nningh .) 
Holuh, comb. nova .- Bas .: Rulms caesiu.s L. var. pu11docae.vi1H Weihe in Boenninghause n Prodr . FI. 
Monaste r ., 151, Munster 1824. 

III. Nomina nova nothosuhgenerum: 

I . Rul111s L. nothosub~enus x Anoplidaeus Holuh, nornen nothosubge neris novu rn = R11lms L. subge nu s 
Anoplobat11s (Fock e ) Focke x suhge nu s ldaeobatus (Focke) Focke 

2 . R1tlms L. nothosubge nus x r hamaeidaeus Holuh, nomen nothosubgeneri s novum = Rulms L. subge n. 
Chanuuruhus 0 . Kuntze x suhgenus ldaeohams (Focke) Focke 

3 . Rulms L. nothosubge nus x Chamaefactis Holuh, no me n nothosuhgeneris novum = Ru/ms L. subge nu s 
Chamaerub11s 0 . Kuntze x subgenu s Cylactis (Rafin .) Focke 

4 . Rubus L. nothosubge nus x Cy/obatus Holuh, nome n nothosubgeneris novum = Ru/ms L. suhge nus 
Cylactis (Rafin .) Focke x suhge nu s ldaenbatus (Focke) Focke 

5. Rul111s L. nothosubge nus x ('y/amhus Holub, no me n subgeneri s novum =Ru/ms L. suhgenu s Cy/actis 
(Rafin .) Focke x subgenus R11htu 
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6 . Rubus L. nothosubgenus x Jdaeorubus Holub, nomen nothosubgeneris novum = Rubus L. subgenus 
ldaeobatus (Focke) Focke x subgenus Rubus 
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Note: On 2nd March 1992 the general chapters of this paper were read by the 
author in the Czechoslovak Botanical Society in Prague as his Presidential Address. 
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Numerals refer to serial numbers of basic species. The numbers in brackets represent synonyms. The 
names of species printed in italics represent the unnumbered species, or their synonyms, added after the 
species numbered runningly . 

acanthodes 46 
aeq"iserrulatus ( 64) 
affinis (12) 

agrestis (72) 

albocalycinus (60) 
allegheniensis 8 
ambifarius (73) 

amoenus (16) 
angustipaniculatus 30 
apiculatus (46) 
apricus 57 

armeniacus 18 
austromoravicus 23 
balfourianus (70) 

barberi 61 
barranclienicus I 0 
bavaricus 55 
bellarclii (58) 

bertramii 11 

bifrons 16 
bohemiicola 25 
brdensis ~4 
caesius 76 
caesius (77) 

cafli.schii 37 
caflischii (38) 

caflischii (51) 

camptostachys 71 
cmuulensis 8 
candicans (14) 
candicans (20) 
canclicans (21) 

canescens 34 
ca1u-asic11s ( 57) 
centrobohemicus 45 
cir"ipnnic"s 31 
chaerophyllus 42 
clrnmaemorus 2 
clusii 44 
cocklmmimws 3 
constrictus 14 
crispomarginatus 24 
dec11rre11tispi110.ms 69 
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dethardingli 65 
dtscolor ( 17) 
divaricatus J 4 
dollnensis 75 
elatior 19 
elongatispinus ( 44) 
epipsilos 49 
fabrimontanus 74 
fasciculatifomiis 72 
fasciculatus 73 
fissus (7) 

franconicus 67 
fruticosus ( 12) 
fuscus (46) 
gemlnatus 40 
glandulosus (53) 
glandulosus (56} 

glandulosus (58) 

glandulosus (62) 
gothlcus 69 
grabowskii 21 
gracilis 29 
graecensis 13 
gremlii (44) 
grossus 68 
guentheri 63 

hadroacanthus 66 
hebecarpus(55) 
hebecaulis (.51) 
hedycarpus ( 17) 
hedycarpus (18) 
hevellicus 67 
henricl-egonis 22 
heptaphyllon (7) 
hercynicus .59 
heterocaulon (7) 
hirtus 62 
hirtus (.59) 
hirtus (63) 
hypoleucus (34) 

hypomalacus 4 7 
ldaeoides (77) 
idaeus 3 



illecebrosus 2 procerus (17) 
insularis (29) procerus (18) 
iserari11s 56 pseudoidaeus 77 
koehleri 53 pyramidalis 36 
koehleri (55) questieri (30) 
koehleri (57) radula 48 
laciniatus 28 raduloides 37 
laciniatus (27) rhombifolius (30) 
lamprocaulos 64 rhombifolius (31) 
laschii (69) rudis 50 
lasiothyTSus (25) salisburgensis 51 
lignicensis 57 saxatilis 5 
lividus 60 scaber 52 
lloydianus (34) schleicheri 56 
lnhatidens 64 scissus 7 
lusatirns 58 selmeri (27) 
macrophyllus 32 senticosus 15 
macrostemon ( 17) serpens (60) 
micans 37 silesiacus 41 
mollis 72 silesiacus (20) 
montanus 20 silesiacus (39) 
montanus (21) silesiacus (40) 
morifolius ( 51) sorbicus 15 
moschus 57 sprengelii 33 
nemoralis 27 suberectus (7) 
nemorosus 70 sulcatus 9 
nemorosus (72) tabanimontanus 39 
nessensis 7 thelybatos 38 
nitidus ( 14) thyrsanthus (21) 
nutkanus ( 1) thyrsoideus (20) 
odoratus 1 thyrsoideus (21) 
omalus (38) thyrsoideus (24) 
opacus 12 tomentosus (34) 
oreades 61 tuberculatiformis (74) 
oreogeton (74) mberculatus 74 
orthostachys 64 ulmif olius 15 
pallidus 51 vestii (14) 
parviflorus 1 vestitus 35 
pedemontanus 58 villicaulis (29) 
pergratus (8) viridis (7) 
perrobustus 26 vratnensis 43 
phoenicolasius 4 wah/bergii 67 
placidus 70 walsemannii 67 
plicatus 12 wimmeri (31) 
plicatus ( 11) wimmerianus 31 
praecox 17 xanthocarpus 6 
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